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COUNTRYSIDE 
W ITH THE FALL EQUINOX, autumn returns to the 

northern hemisphere. A wave of brilliant 
color washes the woods of Appalachia from Maine 
to the Carolinas. The last swallows have long since 
left for the south; junco and chickadee arrive. 
Countrymen close their barns against the cold; city 
men escape from the freedom of the countryside, 
return to the shelter of the prison cities. 

Time was when the open country was home for 
most of mankind. Cities were for a minority, a privi
leged group perhaps, predatory, alien to the pur
poses and tempos of the vast majority. The change 
was as of yesterday: a century and a half since the 
industrial hells of England appeared; a hundred 
years in America; as a short breath to a lifetime, 
for the history of man. 

The powerful flow of the human tide from coun
try to city has borne all the aspects of inevitability. 
Men adapted to it, did not make it. They went to 
the city for jobs, and hopefully for money. They 
went there also, some of them, to share in the cul
tural intensities which the early cities did indeed 
provide, until choked by the mills, traffic, streets, 
crowds. A few found power and great wealth as 
the supercities preyed on the land and its people, 
drawing the abundance of soil, forest, and mineral 
riches into their grasp. 

THE RURAL VALUES are spaciousness, sunlight 

and wind by day, darkness and silence at 
night. They are what a man feels when he steps 
from his door directly into fields that slope to a 
flowing stream. They are in houses open to the 
calls of the frogs in the spring, the birds in early 
summer, the cicada when summer deepens. They 
are in the flowers of the earth, bloodroot, adders-
tongue, cowslip after the snows, aster and golden-
rod before they return. They were in the old 
communities; not that the towns of agrarian Amer
ica were invariably centers of enlightenment and 
brotherly affection; but within them people knew 
one another as persons, and from that knowledge 
love and wisdom could arise. 

All this wealth has been lost, massively, violently, 
crushingly, but not yet hopelessly lost. The early 
cities, economic and cultural centers integrally re
lated to the land, lost their own inner life as their 
centers hardened, compacted, as they ringed them
selves in traffic away from their natural setting. 

These barriers of traffic must now be surmounted 
in the daily commuting of millions, consuming 
hours and years of lives in barren transportation; 
for others there is no escape from the confinement. 
Within the metropolis the ease of meeting and com
munication which was thought to be its greatest 
virtue has vanished. More comfortably can one 
journey from Washington to New York than from 
Wall Street to uptown Manhattan. 

* s URBANIZATION, blindly fatalistic, assumed the 
/ " ^ aspects of the ideal, of a value in itself, simul

taneously it lost its justification. Over most of the 
modern world, crowds enter the cities, forced from 
the land, finding mainly unemployment, poverty, 
disease, congestion. In the industrial countries, the 
human spirit perishes within walls of glass and 
steel, in sunless, treeless streets, amidst noise and 
fumes and frantic wheels. The human will freezes, 
paralyzed, impotent against asphyxiation by the 
internal combustion engine. 

As economic engines the cities are absurd; food 
must be brought from hundreds of miles at enor
mous expense in preservation and packaging; vast 
stores of the energies of city people must be ex
pended merely to bring the wherewithal of life to 
the urban table; the countryman finds this wealth 
readily at hand in garden, berry-bush, fruit tree. 

What arrogance leads anyone to suppose that this 
insensate flow of urbanization can be reversed? The 
American people, if the polls are to be trusted, re
gret their dislocation from country to city; most 
people long to escape, to find their way back some
how to the rural setting. That change of attitude 
has actually occurred, and is of signal significance. 

OUR EFFORTS at escape have been clumsy; sub
urbanization held out its lure for a generation 

or so, only to be frustrated by the burdens of com
muting. Urban sprawl despoiled the natural world 
around the cities, brought centerless developments 
devoid even of the physical aspects of community. 
The country cabin and second home have multi
plied the economic burden of housing, and have all 
too often destroyed the rural environment which 
they sought to find. These efforts have been haphaz
ard, reflexes against inhumane conditions brought 
on by technological, industrial, and economic forces 
which must now be opposed deliberately if salva
tion is to be found. 

A certain arrogance will indeed be needed, and 
most assuredly a release of new imaginative powers, 
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RON ZOBEL/a wilderness of snow-clad peaks inspires visions of the sublime in . . . 

Cascades Canaan 

THE International Boundary Survey in the summer 
of 1859 was struggling through the tangle of trees 
and maze of peaks which is the United States-
Canadian border in the Pacific Northwest. To

pographer Henry Custer, a member of the Boundary 
Survey, led his party on a climb of Middle Peak in the 
extreme north of what was to become North Cascades 
National Park in Washington State over a century later. 

From this vantage point Custer wrote: "The view 
from here was fine and extensive to all directions of the 
compass. I leave it to a better pen to describe the sub
limity of true Mountain scenery in the Cascade Moun
tains. . . . It must be seen, it cannot be described. No
where do the Mountain masses and Peaks present such 
strange, fantastic, dauntless and startling outlines as 
here. Whoever wishes to sec nature in all its primitive 
glory and grandeur, in its almost ferocious wildness, 
must go and visit these Mountain regions." 

The "ferocious wilderness" viewed by Custer still 
docs not lend itself to adequate description. But in 1968 
after half a century of talk and determined effort it was 
given protection in the North Cascades National Park 
complex. An innovative combination of wilderness park 
and associated recreational areas, the complex consists 
of four distinct units managed by the National Park 
Service. The 505,000 acre national park is divided into 
north and south units of mountain wilderness. Dividing 
these park units is the 107,000-acrc Ross Lake National 
Recreation Area, which straddles the Skagit River for 
forty miles and includes three reservoirs created by the 
city of Seattle's hydroelectric project. At the southern 
end of the park complex is the 62,000-acre Lake Chelan 
National Recreation Area situated at the north end of 
55-mile-long Lake Chelan and centered on the isolated 
settlement of Stehekin. 

The Cascades are many things. They are mountains, 
geologically new, sharp, jagged, and dramatic. Across a 
map of the North Cascades are the names of the peaks 
that tell of the area's character—Fury, Terror, Chal
lenger, Forbidden, Despair, Redoubt, Formidable, and 
Torment. 

The primary feature of the north unit of the park is 
the wild and elusive Picket Range, which was named 
for the U.S. Army Captain who was stationed at Fort The Triplets and Cascade Pass RON ZOBEL 
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Bellingham and later found fame on the fields of Get
tysburg. The Pickets in their sheer towering faces, in 
their drapery of crevassed hanging glaciers, and in the 
similarity of the range's spired peaks are unique among 
American mountains. 

The northern unit of the park is crossed by only one 
main trail, and to get a view of the Pickets is difficult. 
Skilled mountaineers go right into the range's midst on 
a route called the Picket Traverse, which is guaranteed 
to challenge and even frighten the experienced climber. 

If the Pickets were here alone, they would be no less 
impressive; but they arc surrounded by peaks. In such 
a collection of rock and ice great mountains are over
looked and not even named. The backpacker walking 
along Copper Ridge, a day's journey from the end of 
the road, can have as fine a view as can be found in the 
contiguous United States. After coming up Hanncgan 
Pass and down into the Chilliwack Valley, the hiker 
makes his way up another steep trail to an isolated fire 
lookout on Copper Ridge. Snow is on the trail into 
August. 

To the west is the huge white ice cream cone of 
Mount Baker and the "back side" of Mount Shuksan. 
On the east are the Pickets and the peaks of the Chilli
wack. To the north arc the green valley of Slcsia Creek 
and the walls of Slesse and other mountains in Canada. 
To the south is territory containing a jumble of walls, 
thumbs, spires, canyons, and ice that probably no man 
has thoroughly explored. 

But not all the views are limited to the climber and 
backpacker. In a day a hiker can view the southern 
Pickets—the Terror group—from a small peak above the 
Thorton Lakes and return to his car. Mount Shuksan, 
a graceful collection of many mountains within its im
pressive mass, can be viewed from the modern highway 
that leads to Heather Meadows in the Mount Baker 
National Forest just outside the park. 

In the southern unit is another collection of peaks 
that rise shoulder to shoulder—Mount Goode (9,200 
feet). Mount Buckner (9,112 feet), Mount Logan 





(9,087 feet), and Eldorado (8,868 feet). The height 
from sea level of these mountains does not seem great, 
but the relief characterized by jagged ridges separated 
by deep narrow valleys exposes the fallacy that height 
above sea level is a proper way to measure mountains. 
Eldorado rises 7,000 feet above the North Fork of the 
Cascades River in little over two miles. 

The Cascades mean glaciers. The sharpness of the 
peaks and the deepness of canyons like Little Beaver 
and the Stehekin have been carved by the park's gla
ciers both past and present. The park contains 318 
glaciers, the largest concentration of ice in the country 
outside Alaska. The glaciers are of all kinds. Some are 
remnants of the Ice Age, persistently hanging in small 
cirques. Some are huge masses that cover the moun
tains they adorn, such as the glacial system on Eldorado 
that covers 6,000 acres. 

At wild and isolated Whatcom Pass the person who 
journeys two days across another pass and has forded 
the often dangerous Chilliwack River can view the 
Challenger Glacier. This glacier almost covers the 

north side of Mount Challenger. Men making the as
cent of the glacier look like ants. As you stand at the 
pass, the air between you and the glacier is filled with 
the roar of ice pouring from its mass over a cliff into 
the canyon at the headwaters of Little Beaver. The 
glaciers of the park are great reservoirs of water, effi
ciently releasing the most water during the hot months 
of least precipitation. 

The Cascades, as might be expected, mean water
falls. The melting snow and ice in summer create nu
merous and beautiful falls. Rainbow Creek on its way 
to meet the Stehekin River leaps 312 feet over a cliff 
just north of the head of Lake Chelan. The mist from 
the falls not only caused the "Racing Rainbow" that 
gave the falls its name but has created a lush, wet west-
side ecological niche in an area dominated by the drier 
east-side Cascade climate. 

In Horseshoe Basin, a tributary basin of the Stehekin 
River, more than a dozen falls plunge to Basin Creek 
from the glaciers above. The rear of the basin is 
formed by the pointed teeth of Ripsaw Ridge. 

The Cascades mean rain—the kind of rain that comes 
for a week or a month. The mountains catch moist 
winds from the Pacific that bathe the west side, while 
the east-side Cascades thirst for water. On the west 
side is the kind of rain that dissolves your brain and lets 
you float along with the rivulets, streams, and rivers. 
There is at times something melancholy about the rain 
of the Cascades. After two weeks you wonder if those 
great peaks can still be up there, that maybe they've 
been washed away by the rain or dissolved by the 
clouds. Then just in time you are rescued by a bluebell 
day that dazzles your eyes. 

The Cascades mean forests. In the valleys of Thun
der Creek or Big Beaver you will find a forest growth 
that shows what the combination of seed, water, and 
soil can do. In Big Beaver are western red cedars that 
are thirty feet in circumference. Ferns, flowers, mush
rooms, and other plants crowd each other on a dark 
forest floor. 

Some people complain about these long forested val
leys. It is true that they are sometimes tedious to hike. 
It is also true that the mosquitoes are so thick they 
commit suicide in great numbers in your hot morning 
coffee. But when you reach the passes, you know why 
we can't let them cut those valleys and shorten your 
trip. Without the forests, the mountains and meadows 
would be just things; but with the forests, the moun
tains and meadows are special places, works of art with 
a proper frame. 

The Ponderosa pine-Douglas fir forests of the east 
side are more sparse. They are splashed with the colors 
of Indian paintbrush, penstemon, and wild tiger lily 
and ripe with the perfume of pine. In fall the maples 
on the west side turn red and the larches on the east 
turn yellow preparing to go into the deep freeze of 
winter. 

The Cascades mean lakes—lakes in high mountain 
cirques, the melted remains of some ancient glacier. 
Most are deep blue surrounded by glaciered peaks. 
Trapper Lake has a reputation for giant trout that 
causes fishermen to make a difficult day-long journey 
into its cirque. Ice on Doubtful Lake lasts all summer, 
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Opposite, Challenger Glacier fills 
the air icith the roar of ice 
breaking off and falling over the 
cliff. The mist from Rainbow 
Falls, right, creates not only a 
rainbow but wet, lush surround
ings. Wild tiger lilies and other 
wildfiowers bloom in drier pon-
derosa pine forests. Below, the 
Terror group of the southern 
Picket Range is as rugged and 
forbidding as its name implies. 
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Fog flows like a waterfall into the deep glacier-carved Stehekin Valley. 

adding the shapes of modern sculpture to the more 
traditional image of reflected mountains. 

The finest entrance any national park could have is 
provided by the narrow, winding, fifty-five-mile-long 
Lake Chelan. Although the old steamships are gone, 
the Lady of the Lake that journeys up the lake every 
day is a respectable substitute. Leaving the low hills of 
eastern Washington, the boat slowly makes its way 
north on the water of melted glaciers. When it reaches 
the north end, eight-thousand-foot peaks tower along 
the lake. As you arrive at Stehekin, the glaciated peaks 
of Boston, Booker, and Buckner show themselves far up 
the valley of the Stehekin River. 

The ancient Chelan Glacier carved the Stehekin val
ley and the deep gorge that forms Lake Chelan. This 
glacier, which disappeared long ago, was about seventy 
miles long. The surface of the lake is at eleven hundred 
feet, but its bottom is over three hundred feet below 
sea level. 

The Cascades mean a trip into history. Only acces
sible by trail, boat, or air, the small settlement of Stehe
kin is in many ways still close to the frontier. Although 
it is no doubt changing, Stehekin still retains the charm 
of an isolated community built by self-reliance and 
independence. 

A one-room log schoolhousc is still in use in Stehekin, 

the only one left in the state of Washington. From the 
Rainbow Creek trail you can look down on the old 
Buckner place. There in a bend of the Stehekin River 
within view of Rainbow Falls the Buckners could look 
through their apple orchard at MacGregor Mountain. 
The old Buckner cabin, which has an interesting stone 
chimney that covers almost the entire end of the build
ing, is being preserved by the Park Service as an ex
ample of a Stehekin frontier home. 

Indians, trappers, settlers, and miners traveled the 
historic trail up the Stehekin Valley over Cascade Pass. 
The miners especially explored this region in several 
episodes of feverish activity, but they never produced 
more than overpriced stock and the many empty holes 
that can be found in basin after basin. 

The Black Warrior Mine is visible beside one of 
Horseshoe Basin's waterfalls. Even in August snow is 
on the ground leading to the old mine's entrance, where 
the twisted remains of the track the miners used to 
push their ore out of the tunnel can be found. There 
are more mines and claims even higher at the level of 
glaciers in the Upper Basin. Great efforts were made to 
get very little. 

The Cascades mean meadows—meadows to look at 
with glacier and avalanche lilies among the delicate red 
and white heather. Meadows are especially to look 
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from. In the morning, fog fills the valleys below and 
flows over the passes as a vaporous waterfall. In the 
evening once a month Sahale Arm, a lovely meadow, 
presents a double feature. In the east the full moon 
rises in a purple sky as the sun sets in scarlet clouds 
in the west. A grand performance, with no "commer
cials." 

Man's attraction to the forest, flowers, and fauna of 
the wilds is easier to understand than his attraction to 
the cold blue ice and jagged peaks. The admiration of 
other living things is to be expected, as a sort of bio
logical chauvinism. But what is there about the dead 
and inanimate rock and ice that causes such apprecia
tion for the mountain regions? 

The vistas here are high and wide. Far out and deep 
inward. From Sahale Arm you see to the northwest a 
portion of the Boston Basin, a mountain called Forbid
den on one end and one called Torment on the other. 
Around to the west are Eldorado, The Triad, Hidden 
Lake Peaks, and the Valley of the North Fork of the 
Cascade. On the south is Johannesberg Mountain ("Jo-
berg" to its friends), with its blue hanging glaciers, and 
more—Cascade Peak, The Triplets and Mix-up, Magic, 
and Pelton. Beyond lies a sea of peaks in the Forest 
Service's great Glacier Peak Wilderness. To the east 
is the steep, deep-cut Valley of the Stehekin, Mac-
Grcgor Mountain, Booker, and Buckner, and below you, 
the waterfalls flowing into the Doubtful Lake Basin. 

The mountains seem inanimate only because of man's 
brief look out the window of life. Mountains so solid 
and enduring in Man-Time are fluid and constantly 
changing in Earth-Time. Geologists tell us that the sea 
of peaks seen from Sahale Arm rose from an ocean that 
covered the eroded remains of an earlier "Cascade" 
Range that existed 400 million years ago. 

This "new" Cascade Range that we see today came 
out of that ocean about 15 million years ago. Within 
the last million years the great ice sheets, great grand-
daddies of the glaciers we look at today, cut and 
gouged the rocks into their sharpness. 

After this time of metamorphosis, upthrust, and cut
ting, the two volcanoes—the wild one, Glacier Peak to 
the south, and Lieutenant Baker's mountain to the 
northwest—were superimposed on the whole scene. 
None of this process is final. It all continues to change 
slowly and surely. 

The glow and boast of anyone's anthropocentrism 
must dim and become silent before such a scene and 
such knowledge. From this mountain perspective, man 
and his time are but an instant. Man has not meant 
much to the Cascades over these millions of years, and 
in the end he may not mean anything to them at all. 
But the mountains with their peace, color, whispering 
wind, and perspective they offer on life mean a great 
deal to urban men of today. 

The Cascades are a place where a sophisticated man 
properly tutored in the rationalism of a secular uni
versity finds himself using words like Almighty and 
Providence. For in the last analysis the Cascades mean 
a place where you can believe in God again. But 
maybe the mountains are made in the image of God 
and we arc the ugly ducklings. • 

Ron Zobel has worked as a seasonal ranger in Olympic, 
North Cascades, and Everglades national parks. He spent 
the summer of 1972 living in a tent while patrolling the 
wilderness of the North Cascades. The photographs were 
taken by Ron and his wife Penny, a free-lance photographer 
who has illustrated several other articles for her husband. 
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John Dennis 
the Delmarva Peninsula fox squirrel 
needs help now 
in its struggle for survival 

THE VANISHING DELMARVA SQUIRREL 
W N E of my preoccupations as a naturalist has been 
looking for rare or endangered species. Up until re
cently my efforts have been directed toward finding 
rare birds. After many years of often fruitless search 
for such nearly vanished species as the ivory-billed 
woodpecker, I had begun to believe that birds had a 
monopoly on elusiveness. Now I find that a creature as 
mundane as a squirrel can be equally hard to come by. 
The humiliating part of this particular search was that 
the squirrels in question were almost next-door neigh
bors. In this respect, at least, they had little in common 
with the ivory-billed woodpecker that I have had to 
search for in murky cypress swamps of the South or on 
pine-clad slopes of eastern Cuba. My greatest triumph 
with this woodpecker came in the mountains of Cuba 
on an April day in 1948, when I found three birds and 
an active nesting-tree. I share this coup with my friend 
Davis Crompton of Worcester, Massachusetts. Actually, 
we did not find the woodpeckers—they found us. Tak
ing a midday siesta on the pine slopes of a high ridge, 
we both awoke at the same time to find that each was 
staring at a different ivory-billed woodpecker. Although 
I have seen the ivorybill in the Big Thicket of Texas 
and most certainly have heard a bird in Florida, I can 
never hope to surpass my earlier good luck in Cuba. 

The squirrel, however, was a different story. So far 

I have not had a glimpse of the handsome animal that 
is known as the Delmarva or Bryant's fox squirrel, 
which has a range restricted to a few wooded districts 
within the Eastern Shore of Maryland. My search be
gan early in 1973, when I returned to my native Eastern 
Shore after a long absence. I knew almost nothing 
about the squirrel at that time, and half expected to see 
it scampering across my yard or eating at my bird 
feeder. 

The first question that presented itself was: How was 
I to identify this squirrel if I saw one? I have had 
little experience at identifying mammals, and am easily 
misled by the color descriptions I find in books. For 
example, the gray fox looks red to me, and I never 
know which I am looking at—red fox or gray fox. As to 
fox squirrels generally, to my eyes the handsome black, 
silver-tipped animals I see on the Carolina coast do not 
even remotely resemble the rusty ones I see in the in
terior of the continent. My present dilemma was not 
how to distinguish the different fox squirrels; there is 
only one on the Eastern Shore, the extremely rare Del
marva fox. I had to be sure that I could tell this 
squirrel from the gray squirrel so common everywhere 
throughout the eastern United States. Contrary to pop
ular opinion, the gray squirrel is not all gray. It is 
brownish-gray above and white or pale gray below. 
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Brown-phase fox squirrels are not so different in ap
pearance from the normal gray squirrel. The fox sciuir
rel is larger, so my book says, and has a squarish face. 

The town where I live has a sizable squirrel popu
lation. So I began cheeking all the squirrels for any 
that had square faces. And if I may be permitted to 
use the vernacular, this assignment wasn't peanuts. 
After some weeks I came to the conclusion that there 
were no squares, only round-faced, common, everyday 
gray squirrels. 

My next step was to seek out Dr. Vagn Flyger, of the 
Natural Resources Institute, University of M a r y l a n d -
world authority on the Delmarva fox sciuirrel and an 
authority on squirrels in general. "Doctor," I asked, 
"could you tell me why this fox sciuirrel is so rare?" 
"No one knows," he said. "The sciuirrel formerly ranged 
from southern New Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania, 
through Delaware and eastern Maryland, and south 
through Virginia's portion of the Eastern Shore. Now 
it is limited to four counties on the Eastern Shore- of 
Maryland." The four, I learned, were Dorchester, Tal
bot, Caroline, and Kent. The squirrels had not been 
heard from in my county, Somerset, for many years. So 
I decided then and there that I would stop looking for 
them in my yard. 

"How many of these squirrels are left?" was my next 
question. "No one knows," he said. "There has never 
been a census and the animals are hard to find. All we 
know is that the population is very small and still de
creasing." 

"What is being done to save this animal?" I asked. 
"Very little," he replic-d. "It is listed by the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife as an endangered species. 
Small populations are being protected at Eastern Neck 
National Wildlife Refuge, Blackwater National Wildlife 
Refuge, and the Le Compte State Game Refuge. There 
arc- also a few animals in captivity, and we at the 
University of Maryland hope to breed captive animals, 
although we have no fox squirrels at this stage of the 
project—only grays. W e are also putt ing up nesting 
boxes for animals in the wild." I also learned that there-
had been an apparently unsuccessful at tempt by federal 
personnel to introduce this sciuirrel to the Chincoteague 
National Wildlife Refuge on the coast of Virginia. 

Not so long after this interview I was at Maryland's 
Le Compte Game Refuge craning my neck upward and 
hopefully scanning every tree limb for a sign of the 
nearly vanished sciuirrel. By now I was somewhat 
better informed as to what to look for. The Delmarva 
fox squirrel is the largest sciuirrel in North America. It 
is a distinctive animal, with a handsome silvery gray 
pelage and very short, stubby ears. The short ears and 
square face were- two features I always kept in mind. 
Although classified as a subspecies, Sciurus niger cine-
rens, I think that most of us, if given a say. would have 
opted for full species status. ( I forgot to ask Dr. Flyger 
if there was any record of the race cincrcm mating with 
the northern fox sciuirrel, Sciurus niger ne'jjcctus.) 

The Delmarva fox squirrel is not as arboreal as the 
gray sciuirrel, nor is he such a skilled climber. In fact. 
Dr. Flyger suggested that the animal's sluggishness 
might be a factor in its rarity. It is not as quick as the 
gray squirrel when it comes to eluding danger. Indeed, 

this fox sciuirrel and the gray squirrel are not com
patible inhabitants of the same woods. The two com
pete, and it is always the gray squirrel that wins. The 
gray sciuirrel ranges over a wide variety of habitats. 
The rare fox sciuirrel, on the other hand, requires 
parklike, mature woodland, relatively free of under
growth. Mature hardwoods seem to suit it best, although 
it may tolerate a mixture of pine and hardwoods. Food 
requirements of gray and Delmarva fox appear to be-
nearly identical. As I noted from the litter beneath 
certain trees, the fox squirrels at the Le Compte- Refuge-
had been dining on acorns, hickory nuts, and pine mast. 

I did not see- one of these fox squirrels that day, and 
I must confess that this short-eared, square-faced, 
silvery squirrel has eluded me wherever I have 
searched. If I may again be pardoned, I will say that 
anyone who thinks finding this sciuirrel is easy is nuts. 
The only Delmarva fox sciuirrel I have seen was a 
mounted one in a living room. In making inquiries as to 
the squirrel's whereabouts , I happened to stumble upon 
a home where, lo and behold, there was a beautiful, 
lifelike specimen on display. I was told that the marks
man who happened to bag this specimen now realizes 
how rare the squirrel is, and has resolved never to 
shoot another. Nevertheless, he had shot still another 
in the belief that it was a gray squirrel. This one too 
had been mounted. The two squirrels in question were 
the last that had been reported from those parts in 
some years. 

Sadly enough, the day may not be far distant when 
the only Delmarva fox squirrels will be mounted 
specimens like the one I had seen. This squirrel's range-
has steadily diminished over the last hundred years. Its 
population is still decreasing, and almost nothing is be
ing done to stave off the inevitable. It seems incredible 
that this could happen to an engaging, distinctive 
creature within a stone's throw, so to speak, of the 
great metropolitan centers of the East. We think of 
extinction occurring on remote islands or places far 
removed from the influence of conservationists; yet this 
distinctive animal is being allowed to pass from sight 
before- our very eyes. 

If any one cause is at the root of this squirrel's 
plight, it is human apathy. Those with authority in state 
and federal governments who should be doing some
thing have so far simply looked the other way. The 
most important step in saving the animal is nothing 
more or less than prodding those with responsibilities 
into taking the proper actions to retrieve the Delmarva 
fox squirrel from otherwise almost certain extinction. 
W e have trained biologists and funds available to assist 
endangered species. Surely this handsome squirrel, 
found nowhere else on earth, should not be allowed to 
vanish through indifference. • 

John Dennis, a naturalist with wide interests in nature and 
conservation, holds a masters degree in biology and has 
been a free-lance biologist and writer for some 25 years. He 
is now working on two hooks, one on a botanical subject 
and the other on birds. He was born in and presently lives 
in Princess Anne on Maryland's Eastern Shore, which 
proximity to the fox squirrel aroused his present interest. 
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article and photographs by 

yyiLL JROYER 

A man and his son make an unforgettable kayak journey 

JU.0NG JHE jJRCTIC POAST 

M Y TEN-YEAR-OLD SON Eric and I arc speeding along at 
ISO miles per hour in a light plane high over northern 
Alaska. Our destination is Demarcation Bay on the 
Arctic coast, where the eternal icepack meets the tundra 
of the north. At 9,000 feet we are above most of the 
rugged mass of mountains that stretches east and west 
into the horizon. Rimming the top of Alaska into 
Canada is tin's largest remaining de facto wilderness in 
North America, the Brooks Range. 

In the past, when weeks of travel by dog team were 
required to cross this range, a few Eskimos struggled 
along its valleys and mountain passes. Yet here we are, 
making the same trip in a few minutes. Several hundred 
miles to the west, man and his machines are eating 
into this last great wilderness. My mind is tormented 
with the thought of how little t ime remains before 
these silent, brooding mountains know the sight and 

Offshore gravel reefs hold hack the Arctic icepack. 

sound of ears zipping easily through the back-breaking 
passes, their occupants unreflcctive of the hardships 
and personal rewards of primitive travel. 

The plane drones on and shortly it seems as though 
we are approaching the edge of the world as high 
mountain ridges end abruptly. The great North Slope 
lies before us, stretching for endless miles east, west, 
and north. Glacial lakes and potholes dot the landscape 
and braided streams flow north, draining the great 
mountains we have just left behind. 

The pilot reduces elevation until we are skimming 
above the tundra. Now and then a few caribou are 
visible, seemingly lost in the vastness of a lonely land. 
Giant frost polygons zigzag across the tundra, forming 
a huge, assembled jigsaw puzzle. Ice floes are still 
present along the rivers on this early July day as we 
speed toward the fog-shrouded coast ahead. Offshore 
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grave] roofs hugged tightly by the icepack appear to 
form a lid to the top of the world. Demarcation Bay is 
partly covered by fog and still half-filled with ice. After 
a quick circle to scan our landing site, we touch down 
under the fog. 

Eric and I quickly unload our gear. With a wave, 
the pilot is off. The plane disappears in the distant 
skies and solitude is suddenly thrust upon us. We 
realize that we are now dependent on muscle power to 
propel our kayak along the coast to our pickup point at 
Beaufort Lagoon. A campsite is soon selected, the 
small tent pitched, and the kayak assembled, for we arc 
eager to explore our surroundings. 

Here is life. A pair of whistling swans occupy their 
nesting site in a shallow pond nearby. 
Numerous pairs of semipalmated 
sandpipers flush from the marshy 
vegetation. A Lapland longspur, the 
bobolink of the north, gives its chim
ing calls from the top of tundra tus
socks. Glaucous gulls and parasitic 
jaegers skim through the skies, and 
northern phalaropes occupy nesting 
territories. Lemming trails and cari
bou tracks are numerous. Various 
species of sedges and mosses green 
the landscape, with dwarf willows 
and crowberry covering the drier 
sites. 

The chilling breeze blowing from 
the icepack just off the coast makes 
us appreciate our down jackets. Time 
passes quickly, and although the sun 
still rides far up in the sky my watch 
assures me it is 10:00 p.m. Eternal 
daylight is something we must ad
just to during our days in the Arctic. 
The sun never sets, the days seem 
endless; it is only physical weariness 
that eventually drives us to bed. 

Next morning, the offshore reefs 
beckon to be explored and we are 
soon underway in the kayak. Arctic loons, old squaws, 
eiders, gulls, and scoters take to the air as our craft 
knifes through the cold Arctic waters. These lagoon 
waters are shallow, rarely more than three feet deep, 
and serve a vital human function here at the top of the 
world. Protected from the icepack by the offshore reefs, 
the shallow lagoons become ice-free much earlier than 
the waters beyond the reefs. Incredible numbers of 
smaller aquatic life forms flourish here during the 
brief summer, and are the basis of the food chain that 
supports marine mammals, fishes, and birds. Arctic char 
and grayling are fairly abundant in the lagoons, and 
provide us with fresh meat during our trip. 

Though the sun is high, the constant breeze from 
the icepack keeps temperatures below 50 degrees most 
of the time. Several low reefs lie ahead and we are 
soon ashore exploring them. Driftwood covers these 
reefs, and as we walk along the shore in this treeless 
world I wonder about the source of each great log. 
\\'hat species of tree? What country grew these giants-

Lone caribou and calf at the foot of 
the Brooks Range. 

Siberia, Canada, or some other far-off land? In all 
probability, they came down the Mackenzie River in 
Canada. How many days have they drifted and how 
many months were they locked in the ice before being 
deposited here? The Eskimos have made good use of 
this foreign resource, for ahead we see the remains of 
several sod huts that required logs for their basic con
struction. This was the village of Kuluruak, here at the 
head of Demarcation Bay. The old remains of sod huts, 
fishracks, and other primitive structures are everywhere. 

Just a few short years ago the well-adapted, "primi
tive" culture flourished along this coast at the top of the 
world. The coast was the highway of the north, as 
Eskimos with dog teams traveled along its shores, taking 

the seals, fish, and caribou that pro
vided food, clothing, tools, and 
shelter. For centuries this mode of 
life continued, man in balance with 
nature. Then white man arrived in 
search of whales, and introduced the 
natives to many foreign goods. The 
whalers also brought the usual dis
eases, reducing the Eskimo popula
tions to low levels. Here in Demar
cation Bay and on nearby Hcrschel 
Island a few whalers spent the long 
winter months, their ships frozen in 
the ice, so that they would be on the 
scene to hunt whales when the ice 
departed during the short summer. 
This era soon passed, and the Eski
mos reverted to old ways of sub
sistence, living in balance with na
ture. 

But the culture of the natives is 
rapidly changing once again. They 
now keep a supply of canned foods 
in their frame houses and they have 
eeased the nomadic life. The snow
mobile has largely replaced the dog 
team. Eric and I explore the old 
village site, examining the various 

artifacts, wandering through the past. 
Late in the afternoon we continue along the coast to 

a low but prominent ridge. This is Raluk, another old, 
abandoned Eskimo village. Three half-deteriorated sod 
huts remain, and we decide to pitch our tent in the lee 
of one for protection from the wind. 

just before midnight the constant arctic wind sud
denly calms. The sun is still fairly high in the sky, 
illuminating the icepack. As we look northeast from 
the highest nearby hill, the perpetual icepack seems to 
stretch endlessly in the distance. Nothing obstructs our 
line of sight between here and the North Pole except 
the distant curvature of the earth and the haze and fog. 
Light rays seem to dance across the ice, making it 
appear as though it is alive and moving. We soon 
identify two dark, distant objects as seals. The lagoons 
are full of arctic loons, and their eerie calls can be 
heard up and down the coast. Suddenly all appear 
to call at once, until their cries echo across this quiet 
land, their sounds rising and falling in crescendo like a 
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Patterns of giant frost polygons form a huge, assembled jigsaw puzzle on the tundra. 

great orchestra. In the background the gabble of hun
dreds of old squaws sitting on the ice-edges and in the 
water adds accompaniment to the loon songs. Surf 
scoters fly by in rapid succession in flocks of ten to 
forty birds, their wings whistling. Here in this harsh 
land life seems truly at peace with itself. How many an 
arctic night for thousands of years has this scene been 
repeated! 

The Eskimos who occupied the site probably sat on 
the same hill in their fur parkas and mukluks watching 
for a seal that would provide them with the necessities 
of life—food, fuel, and clothing. No doubt this also 
was a popular point to look for visitors arriving by dog 
team from east to west. I visualize teams arriving in the 
arctic evening, dogs howling and barking as strange 
teams come together, and the drivers busily trying to 
tether them and to keep them from fighting. 

A few graveyard remains near the huts indicate this 
site was occupied in recent times, after white men had 
influenced the Eskimo culture. ALONIK, IOKSIK, and 
ABISAOWA are some of the carved names still legible 
on grave markers dating from 1918 to 1930. 

We are fortunate in the morning, for the clear skies 
continue and we are soon underway, skimming through 
the waters, the rhythmic dip of the paddles propelling 
us westward. The trickles of water sliding down our 
paddles are caught by the glistening sun rays, causing 
a silvery twinkle, like tinsel on a Christmas tree. The 
wind from the icepack again strikes our faces and 
chills us to the bone. Near noon, we come to another 
small hill and climb to its top for a panoramic view 
of this vast land. Scanning the tundra, Eric suddenly 
calls out "Caribou!" and we watch the ground itself 
come alive as a great herd approaches in the distance. 
Hurriedly we place our cameras in our packs and strike 
out toward the moving mass. 

We rapidly close in on the caribou, which appear 
to be moving steadily westward. A long draw ahead 
provides cover for us. We advance another half mile 
and gain the edge of the herd. As we move from the 
draw onto a ridge, we find ourselves directly in the 

path of the oncoming animals. Now, only a few hun
dred yards away, the vanguard of the herd moves in 
our direction. The herd splits into two groups, veering 
slightly to our left and right, rushing past us as rapids 
rush around a jutting boulder, becoming one stream 
again once beyond us. As far as we can see the only 
visible thing is a seething mass of caribou, moving over 
the tundra like a swarm of ants. On they come, bulls, 
cows, and calves, all intermingled, but with most calves 
at their mothers' heels—now trotting along, now stop
ping for a moment to feed on the succulent sedge, now 
making a quick dash forward. Here and there some bed 
down for a few minutes, but then abruptly rise again 
and follow the rest. It is a noisy affair, with the con
stant grunting, coughing, blatting of calves, and click
ing of hoofs. The herd appears to actually flow as one, 
undulating like a giant, moving amoeba—spreading, 
retreating, constantly making and changing patterns. 
Some spot us from a distance, stand and warily watch. 
then pass to our left or right. Occasionally we are 
nearly surrounded by a solid blanket of caribou. Then 
suddenly several bolt, causing a stampede. And, as if 
by magic, in our immediate vicinity a hole appears in 
the blanket. 

Antlers of velvet flash in the sun as heads are tossed, 
backs scratched, and short challenges occur between 
animals. They run, stop, look, feed, lie down, jump up, 
walk, run—always active and aware. Beyond this mass 
of animals I see the Brooks Range adding a panoramic 
background to an awe-inspiring scene. How fortunate 
we are to see this spectacle, a scene that may be dupli
cated only in a few places in the world. 

The suddenness of being thrust into this mass of 
animals holds us entranced, but now the shock is wear
ing off and we are attempting to take photographs. 
Looking through the lens, however, does not do justice 
to what we see with the full sweep of the eyes. We 
attempt a count, but it is impossible; I finally settle on 
a figure of between 20,000 and 40,000 animals. I simply 
cannot see the other side of the herd in this flat terrain, 
and with binoculars find no end to it. 
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The Alaska coast then and now. Above, an abandoned 
Eskimo hut stands as a reminder of a culture that once 
flourished. At right, Barter Island on the coast contains a 
native village and an active DEW Line site. 

This arctic herd of caribou, which calves on the 
North Slope in late May and early June, spends the 
short summer here. Then as fall approaches, it streams 
through the mountain passes and spends the winter 
south of the range, in Canada and Alaska. 

As the herd moves inland Eric and I continue to sit 
on our low hummock, still watching them from a dis
tance and still unable to comprehend the experience 
that has overwhelmed us. It is with reluctance, now 
late in the evening, that we return to our kayak to 
camp and spend the night. 

During the next several days of our journey we 
encounter temperatures as low as 34 degrees during the 
day and snowfalls at night. Even in clown clothing the 
cold air penetrates us. Wc learn how good a fire feels 
in this treeless world. We find ourselves more aware 
and appreciative of its ancient powers to comfort and 
refresh the body and spirit. 

Even with the cold, a number of flowers adapted 
to this harsh environment bloom in profusion in the 
short arctic summer. Dryas plants are common, moss 
campion abundant, and forget-me-nots and yellow 
arctic poppies bloom everywhere. Other species add to 
the color on these exposed sites, although ice lies but a 
few feet offshore. Surprisingly, small colorful butter
flies are quite numerous, and we often see them feed
ing on the nectar of flowers. One insect whose absence 
we appreciate is the mosquito. The wind and cold 
make this animal conspicuously absent here in contrast 
to the hordes farther inland. 

The marshes are covered with nesting phalaropes, 
sandpipers, arctic and red-throated loons and an oc
casional yellow-billed loon. Pomarine, parasitic and 
long-tailed jaegers, and occasionally that silent white 
sentinel of the north, the snowy owl, skim through the 
skies. 

The weather alternates between sunshine and fog 
the next few days, and we finally arrive at Beaufort. 

In the past, Beaufort was a Distant Early Warning 
Site. These sites rimmed the Arctic coast as detecting 
devices for enemy missiles and planes in the event of 

war. Some of these sites are already obsolete and three 
of the four on the Arctic Wildlife Bangc have been 
abandoned. Only the DEW line site at Barter Island 
is still in operation. At Beaufort, old buildings, cranes, 
graders, tractors, and thousands of barrels remain to 
mar the landscape. 

But life goes on, for the damage at Beaufort is local. 
In the surrounding marshes, muskegs, and hummocks, 
tundra life is present everywhere. The lapland longspur 
sings his song, loons nest in the shallow lakes, water
fowl and short-birds fly overhead, caribou trot past, and 
lemmings run through an unending maze of tunnels. 
An occasional wolf passes by, and the arctic fox is al
ways looking for a dinner. 

Eric and I soon have our gear all packed, the kayak 
disassembled and placed into three packages awaiting 
the plane that will come and whisk us from this strange 
and pleasant world. 

The plane drones within earshot, rapidly descends, 
and lands. We climb aboard and soon wc are again 
skimming over the tundra and then high over the 
Brooks Range, looking down at the last great wilder
ness. In a few hours, we will be back in civilization, 
where the clock will decide our every move during 
each twenty-four-hour period. 

But these short excursions into real wilderness will 
affect our future thoughts and actions, for once you 
feel the wilderness and become part of it, you cannot 
entirely shake its grasp. It is always with you, and 
makes you a better person for having been its guest. • 

Will Troyer has been employed by the U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service in Alaska since 1952. He was formerly manager 
of the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge and the Kenai 
National Moose Range and is now Wilderness Coordinator 
for the Service. In this capacity he is responsible for eval
uating the National Wildlife Refuges in Alaska for their 
wilderness qualities and eventual inclusion into the National 
Wilderness Preservation System. 
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THE SHAPELY, tasty shaggymane mushroom is an 
essence of faraway wildness to me, yet it mixes 

its wildness with civilization so easily that some fungus 
aficionados consider it urban. The slender young cap 
resembles the long, barrel-shaped hat of a drum major. 
It then flares like a bell-shaped skirt above the long, 
white stem—a prancing majorette! Because it frequently 
parades in numbers at the edge of streets or across golf 
courses and city parks, the shaggymane is often the first 
noncommercial mushroom eaten by beginners. 

It was the first wild one I ever ate—but that didn't 
happen in a city. My husband and I were camping in 
the wilderness of interior Alaska. A flash-flooding 
mountain stream had spread a smooth layer of sandy 
silt where sunshine reached into a forest opening. Shag-
gymanes had pushed through among tracks of bear and 
moose. Camp fare had become a bit dull on our ex
tended trip, so, as soon as we had double-checked iden
tification, I had the prime specimens in the skillet. We 
enjoyed them in the lingering, northern twilight while 
being serenaded by distant wolves. 

Once you have seen the shaggymane's picture, you 
can recognize it on sight. It is so distinctive that Clyde 
M. Christensen, professor of plant pathology at the Uni
versity of Minnesota, places it among his "foolproof 
four"—morels, puffballs, shaggymane, and sulphur shelf. 
Just as you don't have to learn all the flowers to recog
nize daisies and pansies, you don't have to know all the 
mushrooms to be able to enjoy a few choice species. 
Yet anyone wishing to gather any mushrooms for food 

should first study a good handbook to learn the ABCs, 
including what the truly dangerous kinds look like. No 
general test exists to tell if an unidentified mushroom is 
poison or not, so never eat any that you can't positively 
identify. 

The shaggymane fruits sometimes in June but more 
commonly in late summer and fall. It parades so gen
erally that it has been labeled cosmopolitan; all over 
the country it is to be found singly or grouped in lawns, 
gardens, and fields, along roads and paths, on fertile 
soil almost anywhere. Sometimes it is called lawyer's 
wig, guinea hen, horsetail mushroom, or mancd agaric. 
By any name it is among the best of edible fungi. It 
belongs to the family Coprinaceae, genus Coprinus, the 
group of gilled, black-spored mushrooms commonly 
called "inky caps" because of the ripening caps' unique 
habit of dissolving into a black, inky fluid (apparently 
an aid in distributing the reproductive spores). 

The shaggymane, Coprinus comatus, like others of 
this genus, is worth gathering for food only when 
young. The slender, barrel-shaped, silky-looking cap is 
whitish or buff, covered with tan or brown shaggy 
scales. The caps average two to six inches tall by one 
to two inches thick. Its brittle, hollow, white stem is up 
to eight inches long by half an inch thick and has a 
silvery fiber hanging inside the core. (Rarely, speci
mens over twenty inches tall have been found.) Around 
the stem at the base of the cap, there is usually a slight 
ring or collar that tends to slide down and may dis
appear at maturity. The gills inside (or under) the 

Shaggymane Parade 
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an easily identified mushroom common in autumn is free for the 
picking and fit for a king 

Coprinus comatus in the process of self-destruction 

Coprinus comatus 
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Coprinus micaceus 

cap—not at tached to the stem—are long, broad, and crowded, white at first, 
then briefly pink. When the cap flares and the lower edge darkens, the 
specimen is aging and will soon self-destruct. The now-black gills dissolve 
from the bottom up, dripping inkily from the margin of the cap. 

Other sizable species of Coprinus, though not so big as the shaggymane, 
are also common, edible, and easy to identify. C. atramentarius, the species 
most often called inky cap, isn't as attractive as the shaggymane but has 
excellent flavor and aroma. It often grows in dense clusters; so when you 
find it, there will usually be enough for a meal. One catch, though: When 
eaten with or followed by alcoholic drinks, it may prove mildly toxic, caus
ing flushed intoxication, nausea, and gastrointestinal disturbance. 

The young cap of atramentarius is egg-shaped or oval, one to three inches 
wide, silvery grey to smoky brown, darker on top where it may have dis
tinct scales, glossy or sometimes covered with a bloom like that seen on 
plums or grapes. The edge of the cap is thin, often split, with grooves run
ning up toward the center. The hollow stem is squat 
and silky-white at first, slender and decorated with tan 
"hairs" later. This inky cap fruits in cool, wet weather, 
spring or autumn, and is found in city gardens, lawns, 
and along roadsides as well as in forests, growing from 
decaying woody material. 

C. micaceus, also called inky cap but more discrim
inatingly mica cap or glistening inkeap, is shaped like 
a cone or bell, is one to two inches wide at base of 
cap, and is tawny yellow to dark tan. When young, the 
cap, whose edges are striated, are covered with tiny, 
glistening white particles. The stem is very s l e n d e r -
two to three inches long, white, and brittle. This spe
cies also fruits in spring and fall. Common in cities, it 
may grow on root-remains of shade trees and even 
come up through sidewalk cracks. A number of these 
species were discovered in June 1973 in Tiger Park, the 
walled sanctuary behind the offices of National Parks 
and Conservation Association in Washington, D.C. 
They grew u p around a tree s tump that had been 
hauled in as part of the decor. This Magazine's editor, 
an enthusiastic amateur mushroom hunter, sauteed the 
best specimens. She and her adventurous co-workers 
found them delicious. 

Some culinary-oriented advice: In case you're lucky 
enough to find a good batch of young shaggymanes, 
inky caps, or mica caps, gather them carefully, trim off 
the soiled end of the stem, gently wipe clinging debris 
from the cap, then cut cap and stem lengthwise and 
inspect for little "critters." You may have to evict a 
beetle or slug. If you find tiny beetle or fly larvae in 
the stem, cut that part away; if they're also in the cap, 
discard the whole thing. If the lower edge of some 
caps are just beginning to darken, you may trim that 
part away and still enjoy them by acting fast. But no 

Coprinus atramentarius 

use taking unfit specimens. Even in the refrigerator the 
strange process of autodigestion continues, and you may 
soon have a black, liquid mess. Carry those that pass 
inspection in a basket or similar container—they're frag
ile. Keep them as cool as possible and cook them as 
soon as you can. Cooking ends their tendency to self-
destruct. 

They're good either raw in salads; or sauteed gently 
in butter for a few minutes; or lightly flecked with but
ter, dusted with salt and pepper, and baked in a mod
erate oven for about twenty-five minutes. Serve the 
juices with them. They go well with eggs and can be 
used in casserole dishes, but take care that their deli
cate flavor is not overpowered. 

Remember too that, like other wild things, mush
rooms don't have to be collected or eaten to be enjoyed. 
Last October, during the autumn color spectacular in 
Creat Smoky Mountains National Park, my husband 
and I found a single, beautiful shaggymane in a camp
ground. It evoked magic memories of faraway wilder
nesses in Alaska and the West. National Park Service 
rules permit mushroom picking (for your eating, not 
for sale), and we felt tempted but decided to take its 
picture and let it be. Hundreds feasted that day on the 
wild oddity and delicate beauty of that one specimen— 
with their eyes! • 

Eileen Lambert has studied and enjoyed nature in many of 
North America's wild places, including the Far West and 
Alaska. She and her husband now live in the Blue Ridge 
Mountains of Virginia, where she is the newly elected presi
dent of the Shenandoah Natural History Association. A 
free-lance writer, her nature writing appears in both conser
vation and travel magazines. 
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Russell T). Rutcher 

One Magic o§ yugodaiia'< 

££10VICE £MES 

a remarkable chain o§ sixteen 

lakes linked by dozens of 
delightful riatetfalls is protected 

as a national park in 

yugoslafia 

AGENCIJA ZA FO IODOKUMENTACIJO 
Plitvice Lakes National Park features natural caves, as well as 

lakes and waterfalls. 

MIDWAY between Zagreb and Zadar in the rural in
terior of Yugoslavia's Republic of Croatia lies a re
markable chain of sixteen lakes linked one with an
other by dozens of waterfalls. This fascinating, almost 
unreal landscape, amid a setting of gently rolling, for
ested hills, was set aside in 1949 as the 47,300-acre 
Plitvice Lakes National Park. 

On a beautiful October day, my wife and I ap
proached Plitvice (pronounced as Pleetveetsa) by road 
from the rocky, barren, and austere stretch of Adriatic 
coast north of Zadar, turning inland at Karlobag. As 
the excellent paved highway climbed steeply over the 
coastal limestone mountains and crossed the crest of 
the range, we suddenly found ourselves in a pictur
esque farming region. Peasant women dressed in black 
were tending fields of cabbages. Huge golden hay
stacks stood near sturdy, white-washed farm buildings 

with their steep-gabled roofs of thatch or red shingles. 
Along the way was a constant procession of horse-
and oxen-drawn carts and wagons loaded with every
thing from hay, cabbages, and firewood to household 
furniture. In fact, we saw no trucks, cars, or mechanical 
equipment of any kind, and driving an automobile 
required extra care not to run down the slower traffic. 

After several hours, the road began climbing into 
more rolling hill country, and finally a set of signs in 
several languages announced our entrance to the na
tional park. Soon the sound of falling water seemed to 
come from everywhere, as we got our first glimpse of 
sparkling lakes through dense groves of ancient beech 
trees. Clusters of waterfalls, in the upper series of 
Plitvice Lakes, were half-hidden amid luxuriant foliage, 
and they murmured, splashed, and roared in endless 
variety from one lake to the next. Galovacki Buk, one 

of the largest, produces a great circular veil of foaming 
water that plunges sixty-five feet into a clear pool. 
Others bubble from moss-draped cliffs into the deep 
shade of the forest. 

The lakes of this upper stretch, with names such as 
Proscansko, Galovac, and Kozjak, have been created by 
the slow building of natural rock dams. As scientists 
explain this puzzling biodynamic phenomenon, traver
tine, or calcareous tufa, is formed when calcium and 
magnesium carbonates, suspended in the water, come in 
contact with growths of certain kinds of algae and moss. 

As our Yugoslav guidebook had promised, we found 
good accommodations in the park, at Hotel Jezero, the 
newest of several large, modern, government-run inns. 
The panorama of Kozjak Lake from our room tempted 
us out for a walk along one of the delightful shore 
paths, just as the late afternoon sun accented the 

golden foliage of the beech forest. That evening, we 
dined on trout flambe and a delicious native dish. 

Early next morning, we explored the lower, even 
more spectacular series of Plitvice Lakes. Providing a 
strikingly different landscape, the emerald-green and 
turquoise shades of the water were framed by sheer 
canyon walls of whitish limestone that amplify and 
echo the ever-present sounds of falling water. Vegetation 
here is less lush than upstream, giving the impression 
of a far more arid region. The lakes and ponds are 
bordered by bulrushes and thickets of fragrant willows. 
Trails lead the visitor along the lakeshores, here and 
there crossing a stretch of water on rustic boardwalks 
that create an almost Oriental scene. 

Climaxing this area is another sixty-five-foot water
fall that is actually an arc of falls spilling and plunging 
from many places and different levels down the face of 
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a cliff. High above and to one side, an
other stream creates the park's highest and 
most spectacular fall, Slap Plitvice, drop
ping with a muffled roar in two large 
plumes to a mist-shrouded pool 250 feet 
below. In the swirling dampness, we 
watched as rainbows danced in the spray, 
then we climbed a trail up the canyon wall 
for a view across to the brink of the fall. 
The two streams join, forming the Korana 
River, 512 feet below Plitvice's highest 
lake. From there it flows northward through 
a deep gorge, heading ultimately for the 
Danube . 

T h e park offers an excellent network of 
trails that visitors may follow for many 
miles, along peaceful lakeshores and dash
ing streams, up steep cliffs, through shaded 
forests, and into caves with limestone for
mations. Excursions on foot begin at sev
eral designated parking areas along the 
roads. Although access to the park is free, 
a modest fee is charged at these starting 
places. Boats arc available for rent on 
Kozjak Lake, or a boatman will row visitors 
across to trails on the opposite shore of 
this lake. 

Forest trees include not only the mag
nificent beeches, but Norway spruce, red 

maple, linden, oak, mountain ash, and aspen. Several 
kinds of ferns grow on the limestone ledges, along with 
sumac and ground juniper. In mid-October, the beeches 
turn soft gold across the hills, while patches of brilliant 
red sumac highlight the white cliffs. 

One of the most characteristic birds of Plitvice is the 
perky little brown-and-white dipper. W e saw one of 
these birds bobbing comically as it dashed into a water
fall in search of food. The small, red-breasted Euro
pean robin also lives among lakeside thickets. And 
there are herons, ducks, the Ural and eagle owls, seven 
or eight kinds of woodpeckers, capercaillie, black 
grouse, and hazel hen. 

Among the mammals are roe deer; red deer, which is 
related to the North American elk; otter; pine and stone 
martens; wild boar; fox; wolf; red squirrel; and perhaps 
still a few brown bears. Public hunting is not allowed 
in the park, but one may fish for trout, with a permit. 

Accommodations for visitors include several govern
ment-operated hotels on a hillside overlooking Kozjak 
Lake, for which advance reservations are advised dur
ing the peak summer tourist season. A pleasantly situ
ated public campground is also provided along a quiet 
cove of the lake. 

The first modest tourist accommodations at Plitvice 
Lakes were built in 1861. By the mid-1890s, with con
struction of an access road and a hotel, visitation 
reached about 1,000 people annually. Other facilities 
were provided, until some 24,000 visitors stayed over

night at the lakes in 1937. In World War II, all of the 
hotel installations were burned or otherwise destroyed. 
But during the war, the Plitvice area gained fame as 
an important Yugoslav Communist Party stronghold 
and as a theater of major retaliations against the. 
Fascists. This, along with the "Resolution of Plitvice," 
significantly helped to unify the people of the Republic 
of Croatia, and ultimately all of Yugoslavia. 
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Above, some of the sixteen hikes in Yugoslavia's Plitvice Lakes Sa-
tional Park lie among rolling hills covered with forests of beech and 
spruce. Below, regulations governing visitor use of the park arc 
clearly set forth . . . in three other languages, as well as English. 



The visitor's first impression of Plitvicr Lakes National Park is that everywhere there is the sound of falling 
water. This is not far from the truth, for between each of sixteen lakes and ponds is a series of waterfalls. 

Pictured above are the highest of these ivatcrfalls. 

After the war, the task of rebuilding the facilities at 
Plitvice Lakes was begun; and by 1966, seventeen years 
after the park was established, more than 250,000 people 
visited the area. 

Even if you must make a special side trip to see 
Plitvice Lakes, as we did from the Alps region, there is 
no question you will feel richly rewarded by the magic 
of this outstanding park. • 

Russell Butcher has long been a contributor to this Maga
zine. His new book, Maine Paradise: Mount Desert Island 
and Acadia National Park (illustrated with color photo
graphs by the author and Marie Ivey Menzietti), was pub
lished in August 1973 by The Viking Press. A resident of 
Mount Desert Island, Russ Butcher formerly held editorial 
and writing positions with the National Audubon Society, 
the Save-the-Redwoods League, and the Sierra Club. 
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GRANITE CANYON 
WILDERNESS UN THE EDLORADO 

one of the least known of the Colorado's white-water 

regions may be the first segment of the famous river 

to become part of the national wild river system 

article and photographs by KIM CRUMBD 

THE WILD RIVER FLOWS through a deep, black rapid-
filled gorge. A sheer, massive wall of red sandstone, 
whose 800-foot heights dominate the canyon's scenery, 
towers above it. Below, the silt-filled waters cascade 
over house-sized boulders and surge upward in waves. 
The Colorado carves deeper and deeper into the stub
born black rock, sculpturing intricate forms into the 
polished Precambrian stone. The battle between water 
and rock is as old as the earth itself, but nowhere have 
the results proved so spectacular as within the canyons 
of the Colorado River, especially the section called 
Granite. 

Granite Canyon, often called Westwater, is one of 
the most unique and primitive segments of this mighty 
river. Located in east-central Utah, some fifty miles 
downstream from Grand Junction, Colorado, this least 
known of the Colorado River's white water regions may 
be the first segment of the famous river to be desig
nated as part of the National Wild and Scenic River 
System. Once referred to as the "tabloid edition of the 
Grand Canyon," its startling sandstone cliffs, seldom-
visited side canyons, and challenging white water cre
ate a remarkable wilderness known to only a very few. 

The river departs west-central Colorado in a peace
ful, meandering mood. Utah's snowy La Sal Mountains, 
a small but lofty range formed by the intrusion of 
igneous rock, loom to the south. A few miles down
stream a massive 500-foot wall of red sandstone marks 
the entrance into Granite Canyon. The great river con
tinues to meander in thoughtful silence, almost in ap
prehension, before committing her waters to the dark, 
narrow gorge. 

As the giant cliffs come closer, the low rumble of 
white water is heard over the rustling cottonwoods. 
The river takes a sharp turn to the left and exposes the 
canyon's dark, granitic inner gorge. Closer observation 

Granite Canyon is one of the most primitive segments of the 
Colorado River. Known for its challenging white tvatcr, it 
nevertheless has its quiet stretches. 
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The boatmen pictured above and left are learning first-hand 
that Skull Rapid is one of the most formidable rapids of 
Granite Canyon. 

of the surrounding landscape reveals a large fault that 
crosses the river's path and explains the sudden emer
gence of the black, rapid-forming rock. 

This black rock is Precambrian schist and gneiss, in
truded by granitic pegmatite, a remnant formation of 
the great Uncompahgre uplift of late Paleozoic times. 
According to Dr. William Stokes, noted professor of 
geology at the University of Utah, the Uncompahgre 
was once a mountain range, greater than the present 
Rockies, but the relentless power of geological time first 
leveled, then buried these ancient giants. The black 
rock is capped by red and purple shales of the Triassie 
Chinle formation. The massive red wall of Wingatc 
sandstone, one of the West's great cliff formations, 
dominates the scene throughout the canyon. The enor
mity of this sandstone overwhelms the onlooker. 

Now the river begins its steady descent into the can
yon. Dark canyon walls rise higher as the river nar
rows. Small rapids become larger and the ominous 
downstream rumble forewarns of the river's violent 
power. 

The rapids of Granite Canyon, although less famous 
than those of Grand Canyon or Cataract, pose a for
midable challenge to even the most seasoned boatman. 
The canyon is subject to the natural fluctuations im
posed by weather and season, and the difficulty of each 
rapid is dependent upon the flow. During a good late-
summer flow, the river yields between 1,000 to 5,000 
cubic feet per second (efs). At this stage the rapids 
range in degree of difficulty from a rating of two to 
seven, based on a ten-point scale. The river is con
sidered extremely difficult above 20,000 efs, as the nar
row gorge becomes a massive series of rolling waves 
interrupted by one possibly catastrophic section. Skull 
Rapid. Here the full force of the river slams directly 
into the black canyon wall. An enormous backwash of 
boil and foam creates a likely dumping ground for any 
boat fortunate enough to have made the upstream jour
ney right side up. 

Interestingly, flows above 30,000 efs are not uncom
mon. In June 1971, the maximum discharge of the river 
through Granite was 36,000 efs. In June 1917, the river 
roared at 76,000 efs. On the fourth of July in 1884, the 
Colorado River flooded and Granite Canyon groaned 
under the strain of 125,000 cubic feet per second! One 
can only guess what the canyon looked like under such 
enormous flows, but even during a more reasonable 
run-off the canyon is dangerous to the unwary. 

The first recorded mention of the canyon is found in 
an 1889 Denver, Colorado, Canon and Pacific Railroad 
survey, which relates an ambitious scheme to construct 
a railroad following the course of the Colorado River 
from Grand Junction to San Diego. Frank C. Kendrick, 
leader of the first leg of the expedition, referred to 
"Hades Canon (sic) . . . where the woman drowned." 
A cautious man, Kendrick preferred to portage the 
twelve-mile canyon rather than risk his men and equip
ment in its turbulent waters. Later he wrote, "This is a 
fine valley. Narrow and very dangerous." The grand 
scheme ended tragically a few months later. Project 
promoter and railroad president Frank Mason Rrown 
perished in the treacherous waters of Marble Canyon 
and his fantastic dream died with him. 

On September 29, 1916, the headlines in the Moab, 
Utah, paper, the Grand Valley Times, announced "Kolb 
Attempting to 'Shoot' Rapids." The headline continued, 
"Will Risk Life in Famous Westwater Canyon." Fa
mous or otherwise, by 1916, forty-seven years after 
Major John Wesley Powell's "conquest" of the Colo
rado, Granite (Westwater) remained very much un-
conquered. The Times article mentioned'the death of 
several earlier unsuccessful floaters. On October 19, 
1916, Ellsworth L. Kolb became the first man to run 
Granite's furious waters, "fighting for his life all the 
way." When asked about the trip, Mr. Kolb remarked 
that he "ran all the rapids and came through right side 
up, bottom side up and every way," a real adventure 
for the famous river runner. 
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Since then the river has had many takers, most of 
them successful, some of them not. In November 1970, 
three hunters lost their lives: a grim reminder that the 
Colorado is still the unforgiving master of the canyon-
lands. 

But the river is endangered! 
To begin to understand the problems of the Colorado 

River we must first travel a few hundred miles down
stream to the most famous and most heavily visited 
segment of the river, the Grand Canyon. In 1966, 
"Grand" felt the impact of 1,067 waterborne tourists. 
Within six years that number increased to over 12.000. 
A wilderness tends to lose its wildness under such 
circumstances! 

Because of its remoteness and short length, Granite 
Canyon has not been overexploited by commercial 
river runners, as is the case in Grand Ganyon. Attempts 
to include Grand's Colorado River within the estab
lished wilderness system are presently met with stiff 
resistance from many commercial outfitters whose large 
neoprene boats require a motor to maneuver. A wilder
ness designation would forbid the use of motors; nat
urally, most outfitters resisted. They would be forced 
to use the smaller, less profitable, rowable rigs and the 
change-over could be costly. 

Until recently, Granite Ganyon was generally re
garded as too short for profitable operations; the larger 
boats are simply too cumbersome to run the narrow 
gorge. Rut times have changed. Four years ago, only 
one outfitter made regular runs. This past summer there 
were at least eighteen. 

Sanitation is the primary problem. As traffic in-

The spectacular sandstone cliffs over Funnel Falls offer 
a unique and wild vista. 

creases, commercial outfitters and large amateur groups 
should be required to carry chemical toilets, which 
they are required to do in Cataract and Grand Canyon. 
More than a few groups are leaving untidy camps. 
Assignment of campsites and regular inspection would 
encourage cleaner camps. However, the only ranger at 
Granite has no enforcement authority. 

In order to preserve Granite's pristine setting, it is 
imperative to enforce visitation regulations. The num
ber of commercial outfitters allowed to operate within 
the twelve-mile canyon should be limited now. This 
would allow a reasonable economic base for existing 
outfitters without the dangers of overuse. Secondly, 
the total number of visitors allowed during the year, 
especially from May through September, should be 
limited. Until the maximum number is determined by 
a wilderness study, it is important that the number be 
kept low before problems develop. Grand Canyon is 
the classic example of what can happen once a canyon 
is pushed beyond its limits. The National Park Service's 
recent at tempt to reduce traffic is now being met with 
congressional lobbying by the big outfitters, not to 
mention threats of lawsuits. Not all outfitters are simple 
backwoodsmen with a meager bank account. Some of 
the larger companies gross hundreds of thousands of 
dollars annually, enough to entertain the lawsuits they 
threaten. Once environmentally sound limits are set, 
both amateur and commercial traffic can be controlled 
to insure the rewarding wilderness experience adven
turers expect. 

Most river runners, however, are concerned about 
the problems of overuse. In October 1971, Dee Holla-
day of Salt Lake City took Utah's Senator Frank Moss 
down the narrow, boiling waters of Granite Ganyon. 
Ilolladay was the pioneer of commercial river running 
in Granite and the canyon's protection has long been a 
subject of concern to him. The Senator, after his "ex
hilarating experience," introduced a bill (S 2901) that 
strongly advocated that this "primitive, remote, and 
completely unspoiled" area be included within the 
Wild Rivers System and be protected as a wilderness. 

The Colorado River has carved some of nature's 
greatest wonders in its long and often tortuous path: 
the Grand Ganyon, the vanished but once hauntingly 
beautiful Glen Canyon, and the cascading waters of 
Cataract Canyon. These are just a few of the river's 
better-known handiwork. But, what is better known is 
often visited; the inevitable result is a loss of wildness. 

Granite Ganyon is a place of solitude. Here the 
Colorado has created an arena of wild white water 
beneath hundreds of feet of red sandstone and black 
schist rock. Here are the homes of the Canadian goose, 
the hawk, the beaver, the egret, the deer, and the 
vanishing cougar. Unique, spectacular, and wild. Granite 
is a t rue wilderness whose rugged appearance belies a 
fragile ecology. It can survive as a wild river only 
through careful regulations of visitors, particularly com
mercial interests. • 

Kim Crumbo was formerly a navy frogman and is now a 
commercial river guide in Granite, Cataract, and Grand 
canyons on the Colorado River. 
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NRGVa* w o r k 
Some important refuges The Fisheries and Wildlife Con
servation Subcommittee of the House Committee on Mer
chant Marine and Fisheries has had before it a group of 
six bills of great import to several of the nation's endan
gered species of animals, and to some extent plants also. 
The bills propose creation of these new national wildlife 
refuges: the Pupfish in southern Nevada and southeastern 
California; the Tijuana in southern California; the Egmont 
Key on the west coast of Florida; and development of suit
able additional refuges for the Everglades kite. 

NPCA members are familiar through articles and com
ment in the Magazine with the bad position of at least 
several of the desert pupfishes, in particular the critically 
endangered Devils Hole species, which the Interior Depart
ment has valiantly been trying to rescue in its tiny habitat 
at Devils Hole, a detached section of Death Valley Na
tional Monument. (The breeding ground of this animal 
consists of a single ledge in a single desert spring.) Under 
one of the bills Devils Hole would be incorporated into a 
new and much more comprehensive wildlife refuge that 
also would protect some of the desert region's other un
usual plants and animals. 

The Tijuana Refuge would be sited in the estuary of the 
Tijuana River just south of San Diego; it still supports 
large and diverse populations of birds, fishes, and inverte
brates and marsh plants, and is habitat for at least four 
endangered species of birds--the California clapper rail, 
brown pelican, California least tern, and American pere
grine falcon. The Egmont Key Refuge would cover a 393-
acre island at the mouth of Tampa Bay in Florida as a nest
ing area for various sea turtles and a resting place for 
many migratory birds. 

On invitation NPCA lent its hearty support to the pro
posals in Washington public hearings Noting that many 
national wildlife refuges have suffered severe budget cut
backs this year, leaving numerous endangered species and 
their habitats unprotected, the Association expressed the 
hope that, with authorization of the new refuges, substan
tial additional funding would be appropriated. 

Rodenticide hearings The Environmental Protection 
Agency has indicated that it will hold public hearings to 
determine whether use of rodenticides containing calcium 
cyanide, strychnine, sodium monofluoroacetate (commonly 
called Compound 1080), and sodium cyanide should be 
canceled or amended for human health, economic, and 
various environmental reasons. NPCA has requested that 
it be allowed to participate in the hearings, for which no 
date has been set as of this writing. 

In its preliminary discussion with EPA on hearing topics 
the Association has indicated that certain additional points 
not covered in EPA's FEDERAL REGISTER notice might 
be canvassed at the hearings. Some of them were whether 
any control on many of EPA's fifteen listed target rodents 
and other "pest" animals really is necessary or desirable; 
whether consideration might not be given the threat posed 

by the rodenticides to any member of ecosystems in which 
they are used; whether the substances ought to be used to 
further the practice of clearcutting in American forests; 
and whether an effort might be made to determine and 
discuss the values of native species of rodents. 

"To the maximum extent possible," NPCA said, "use of 
these substances should be curtailed and eliminated. Cya
nide compounds have proven to be highly lethal and non
selective. Compound 1080 and strychnine possess the same 
characteristics, but have the additional disadvantage of 
exhibiting a high degree of secondary toxicity, obviously 
threatening other animals, both endangered and non-
endangered." 

The horned owl In November 1972 and again in Febru
ary 1973 we printed on NPCA correspondence with the 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in regard to the 
agency's proposed inclusion of the horned owl on a list of 
birds that can be taken without federal permit under cer
tain circumstances—various species of blackbirds, and 
crows, grackles, and magpies. In response to NPCA's firm 
protest and the strong and helpful protests of NPCA mem
bers, and after some elapse of time, the Bureau indicated 
that the horned owl inclusion had been made by mistake. 
It promised to rectify the mistake, and now has done so 
in an amendment to its proposed rulemaking published in 
the FEDERAL REGISTER. NPCA is pleased over the out
come of the matter and commends the Bureau for its 
action in the public interest. 

Bobcat bounty NPCA has had a pleasant response from 
Director Bernard W. Corson of the New Hampshire Fish 
and Came Commission on the Association's commendation 
of the state's abolition of the bobcat bounty recently 
(August NPCA at Work). Director Corson's letter also 
pointed up the enduring nature of the archaic American 
bounty system that still prevails quite widely, "While we 
would like to take full credit for this venture," wrote Di
rector Corson, "I must admit that our department failed 
to get the bounty removed during fifteen years of effort. 
Not until some of the key bobcat hunters in the state 
were finally convinced that bounties on bobcats were not 
in their interests and they, themselves, introduced a bill to 
eliminate the bounty were we finally successful in our 
efforts." 

The important thing, it would seem, is that the depart
ment did make the effort, no matter how long it took to 
get the job done, and we have the feeling that the depart
ment may have underestimated its influence on the out
come. 

Provincetown airport Further on the proposed expansion 
of the Provincetown airport on lands of Cape Cod National 
Seashore (July Magazine, page 28), NPCA has been in 
receipt of information that seems to indicate Federal Avia
tion Administration approval of the project prior to issu
ance of a statement that there is no prudent alternative to 
the use of national park system lands, as required by law. 
NPCA, the National Park Service, and interested individ
uals on Cape Cod contend that there are reasonable and 
feasible alternatives. 

In a letter to FAA, NPCA has pointed out also that run-
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way extension would require an envi
ronmental impact statement early in 
the project's planning stage, and a 
public hearing. As of this writing 
NPCA has not been aware of an im
pact statement, nor has a public hear
ing date been set. The Association 
urged FAA to disapprove runway ex
tension before more money is wasted 
studying a project destructive to lands 
in a national park system unit. 

The Association also sent a letter 
to the Hon. Claude S. Brinegar, secre
tary of FAA's parent agency, the De
partment of Transportation, saying, 
"We urge you to promptly rescind ap
proval of this project, and in fact 
forego all consideration of such un
necessary and destructive airport ex
pansion in all units of the national 
park system." 

Refuge camping Proposed Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife regula
tions banning overnight camping and 
night vehicle use on California's Tule 
Lake and Lower Klamath national 
wildlife refuges have recently been 
adopted as final by the agency. The 
actions, made necessary by lack of 
sanitary facilities and insufficient pro
tective personnel, were proposed dur
ing late spring and supported at that 
time by NPCA in comment to the Bu
reau. The Association commended the 
regulations specifically, and also took 
the opportunity to note its general 
support for location of camping and 
recreational facilities outside the 
boundaries of certain natural areas. 

Sealskin import opposed An applica
tion by a South Carolina fur process
ing company for an economic hardship 
exemption to the Marine Mammals 
Protection Act, allowing the company 
to import some 70,000 South African 
fur seal skins for processing and sale, 
was strongly opposed by a group of 
national environmental organizations, 
including NPCA, at a July public hear
ing of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service within the Commerce Depart
ment. The group, known as the Moni
tor Consortium, keeps a close watch 
on such applications for exemption. 

In hearing testimony the group ar
gued that the Fouke Company, which 
has a virtual monopoly on fur process
ing in the United States, had not made 
a convincing case for its economic 
hardship claim and that importing the 
skins would violate spirit and sub
stance of the Marine Mammals Act. 

The NMFS has issued a draft envi
ronmental impact statement on the 
proposed importation which concludes 
that no direct environmental impact 
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ECOLOGICAL FORESTRY FOR 

THE COAST REDWOODS 

ECOLOGICAL FORESTRY FOR THE 

DOUGLAS FIR REGION 

by Peter A. Twight 

ECOLOGICAL FORESTRY FOR THE 

CENTRAL HARDWOOD FOREST 

ECOLOGICAL FORESTRY FOR THE 

NORTHERN HARDWOOD FOREST 

by Peter A. Twight and Leon S. Minckler 

A series of studies on socioecological 
forest management supports NPCA's con
tention that there are methods other 
than clearcutting that can be used prof
itably in harvesting and regenerating 
America's forests. 

Illustrated, Paperbound $1.00 each 

PRESERVING WILDERNESS 

IN OUR NATIONAL PARKS 

Based on NPCA-sponsored studies of 24 
major national parks, this book presents 
the NPCA's program for preventing over
use of the parks through regional rec
reation planning outside the park area. 

122 pages; illustrated. 
Paperbound $3.95 Hard Cover $10.95 

TOWARD AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY 

Key editorials from the NATIONAL PARKS 
AND CONSERVATION MAGAZINE: THE EN
VIRONMENTAL JOURNAL trace the evolu
tion of American conservation to its 
present form as a goal of national policy, 
and outline approaches that may be taken 
in the future. 

197 pages; illustrated. 
Paperbound $5.95 Hard Cover $12.95 

All Prices Postpaid 

Send Check or Money Order 

NATIONAL PARKS AND 

CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 
1701 Eighteenth St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 



This Christmas send.. 

Christmas Cards 
of Wildlife 

Let nature carry your Christmas message. These rich 5" x 7" cards feature 
the best of America's wildlife and scenic art. Thoughtful sentiments.too. 
Cards can be printed with your name inside and your address on the deluxe 
white envelopes. Extras included. Try our fast "Reindeer Express" service 
from now ' t i l Christmas! 

BEAUTIFUL FULL COLOR 

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD OR 
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE AND CATALOG 

T701 " I am st i l l i lover ol the meadows" 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year - Barks 

T828 "May the warm winds blow sof t ly" - With 

Best Wishes for Christmas, etc. - McDaniel 

T825 The Li t t le Indian Drummer Boy May Christ 

mas bring the music of laughter, etc. - EchoHawk 

T433 Sleighnells in the Sky-Merry Christmas 

and Happy New Year - Thomas 

T893 Nature's Family - May the Peace of Christ 

mas be with you through all the year - Carroll 

T854 " I wi l l l i f t up mine eyes unto the h i l l s " 

May you have the Spirit of Christmas, etc. - Atkeson 

T109 " In the heart of the wilderness. 

the Peace of Christmas be with you. etc. -

. . " - M a y 

Swanson 

T892 " In wildness is the preservat ion . . . " - With 

every good wish for Christmas, etc. - Lee 

T821 "The song of the birds tel ls a story" 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year Bronson 

T895 Three k i n g s - M a y the Peace and Joy of 

Christmas be with you all Year - Van Howd 

T884 The Spirit of Chr is tmas-We are thinking 

of you today because it is Christmas, e tc . -Peters 

T848 Nature's Cathedrals - Merry Christmas and 

a Happy New Year - Fay 
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Good Will at Christmas, etc. Abhett 
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would result. The group said, however, 
that neither the application nor the 
draft statement provided current data 
on the South African seal population 
or on the marine ecosystem in which 
they live, and that data presented cur
rently were outdated, scanty, and de
rived from a source not available to 
the public for scrutiny. " I t simply is 
not possible to make the required de
terminations of the effect on the pop
ulation stock of granting the exemp
tion based upon this information," the 

group said. "To do so constitutes a 
violation of one requirement of the 
act." On the overall impact statement 
the group said that " i t is difficult to 
understand how NMFS could fail so 
badly" in its preparation. 

" I t is not possible to evaluate the 
proposed action [granting of the appli
cation] on the basis of the impact 
statement, and therefore the mandate 
of the National Environmental Policy 
Act has not been met," the consortium 
testified. 

THE PROPOSED GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK AIRPORT EXPANSION 
AND WHAT NPCA MEMBERS CAN DO TO HELP STOP IT 

WE HAVE BEEN KEEPING MEMBERS 
posted in recent months on the posi
tion of the proposed Grand Teton Na
tional Park airport runway extension 
which, with associated facilities, has 
been promoted for several years by the 
town of Jackson, Wyoming, just south 
of the park. In addition to news re
ports, the Magazine carried a major 
article on the basic proposal in April 
1972, to which members may want to 
refer for more details. 

In brief summary, the proposal 
would extend the existing 6,305-foot 
runway to 8,300 feet and would add 
control towers, lighting systems, taxi-
ways, and other facilities to accom
modate jet aircraft up to the size of 
the Boeing 737. 

Aside from the town of Jackson, the 
Federal Aviation Administration also 
seems to view the extension and ad
ditional facilities with a sympathetic 
eye. Part of a letter from the FAA to 
the National Park Service says in re
gard to the Grand Teton airport issue, 
". . . if the FAA and the aeronautical 
community can demonstrate that air 
service can be compatible with, and 
possibly even enhance the values and 
purposes of this park, then it may be 
possible to bring the many benefits of 
air access to other environmentally 
sensitive locations in the future." If 
NPCA's interpretation of this state
ment is correct, the FAA is challeng
ing not only Grand Teton but all other 
park system units of sufficient size to 
accommodate an airstrip or a jetport 
to enhance their "values and purposes." 
The statement could be construed to 
include the wildlife refuges, game 
ranges, and specially protected parts of 
the national forests as well. 

The Park Service has published a 
draft environmental impact statement 
on the extension and its associated 
works. However, the Service notes that 
only 58 percent of comments received 
by it to the date of this writing have 
been against the project. This is not 

a safe margin. Members might con
sider the following points: 

The proposed expansion is not com
patible with the National Parks Act, 
which says that parks are to be pre
served "unimpaired for the enjoyment 
of future generations." 

The aircraft to be accommodated 
by the proposed expansion produce 
twice the amount of toxic emissions 
per flight and from two to ICO times 
as much noise as aircraft currently 
using the airport. 

The increased presence of noisy jet 
aircraft will substantially reduce park 
and wilderness values. 

In 1972 more than 70.CO0 people 
floated the Snake River in the park, and 
one of the two flight paths for the 
jets would be directly over the river. 

The FAA is required to find that no 
feasible and prudent alternative to the 
expansion exists before funding is un
dertaken. The impact statement men
tions at least two alternatives—leaving 
the airport as it is, and using airplanes 
that require less runway. (It may also 
be argued that the airport ought to be 
phased out and reestablished outside 
the park.) 

The law authorizing airports in na
tional parks says that airports may be 
in parks when they are determined 
necessary to the proper performance 
of the functions of the Interior De
partment. A jetport in Grand Teton 
is not necessary for that purpose. 

Less than one percent of 1972 visi
tors to the park came by way of the 
airport, and there is no good reason 
why they cannot continue to do so 
under present arrangements. 

According to the impact statement 
itself the impacts on the park would 
include increases in noise and pollu
tant levels; use of parkland for airport 
expansion; visual intrusion of proposed 
developments; destruction of sixty-five 
acres of sagebrush grassland, includ
ing a sage grouse strutting ground; and 
excavation of a six-acre borrow area 

[gravel p i t ] . All of these impacts are 
within the park, and offer ample rea
son for the Service to rule against the 
proposal. 

If the airport were moved out of the 
park entirely, there would be some 
negative impact on the economy of 
Jackson; but national parks do not 
exist to further anyone's economic de
velopment. 

AS MEMBERS RECEIVE THIS ISSUE 
of the Magazine the Grand Teton jet
port question will be moving toward a 
decision in the Interior Department. 
Members can play a crucial part in the 
outcome of the decision, which clearly 
will have an important bearing on the 
future integrity of other nationally 
protected areas in the future, by writ
ing the following people and letting 
them know how you feel on the issue: 

Secretary of the Interior Rogers 
C. B. Morton, Interior Department 
Building, Washington, D.C. 20240. 

Administrator, Environmental Pro
tection Agency, U.S. Waterside Mall, 
Washington, D.C. 20460. 

Chairman, Council on Environmental 
Quality, 722 Jackson Place N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20006. 

EAST , 
AFRICA 
WILDLIFE 

COMPREHENSIVE in-depth viewing of 
abundant, various wildl i fe concentrations 
in famous National Parks and Reserves 
of Kenya and Tanzania: Nairobi, Tree-
tops, Mt. Kenya, Tsavo, Amboseli, Mt. 
Kil imanjaro, Arusha and Ngurdoto Cra
ter, Lake Manyara, Ngorongoro Crater, 
the Serengeti, and Masai Mara. East 
Africa Wildlife Society briefing and 
membership. Finest hotels and lodges. 
Only 5 guests to each Microbus. Every
one has a window seat. Leisurely pace. 
Small party. Tribal l i fe, Masai and Chuka 
dances. Only $1519 plus air fare. All 
land services, t ipping, Park fees in
cluded. Expert escort. 
PRIVATE AIR SAFARI fl ight-seeing for 
spectacular views and ease of travel. 
Everyone has a window seat! 
ALSO four other Africa tour programs 
from 22 days to a Grand 49 days, from 
$1383 to $3521 plus air fare. 

ASK your Travel Agent for Maupintour's 
new 36-page Africa tour book or write to: 

• MAUPINTOUR | 
• 270 Park Ave., New York, New York 10017 • 
B Please send new 36-page Africa tour book. I 

M\ name M 

M address ;• 

• cjty B< 

B| state/zip B̂  
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Our new wildlife book 
offer expires Jan. 1,1974. 
The wildlife may last 
a little longer. 
Did you know that swan hunting has been 
legalized in several states? Of course the 
trumpeter swan, which has made a re
markable recovery from a low of 69 indi
viduals to several thousand, is not legal 
game anywhere. But do you think the 
average hunter could distinguish be
tween a trumpeter and a whistling swan? 
Can you? Identification of different swan 
species and questions of their survival 
are just part of the fascinating story told 
in The World ol the Swan, a recent ad
dition to the famous LIVING WORLD 
BOOKS series. 

LIVING WORLD BOOKS are an authen
tic, permanent record of America's im
periled natural world. They offer a wealth 
of ecological information that is vital to 
an understanding of the plight of our 
wildlife and to development of plans to 
preserve it. Authors of LIVING WORLD 
BOOKS spend months in the wild for 
each book — photographing and observ
ing the birds and animals. The books 
are then written with the general reader 
in mind, in layman's language, with a 
thorough explanation of technical back
ground information. 

To date, thirty-one LIVING WORLD ti
tles have been published, each devoted 
to a common North American animal. 
Each is fully illustrated with photographs, 
and explains, in complete detail, the hab
its and life cycle of the species. The au
thors describe their research and offer 
the naturalist — professional or amateur 
— valuable advice on where the animals 
can best be found, observed, and photo
graphed. Anyone interested in the nat
ural environment — its appreciation and 
preservation — will find the LIVING 
WORLD BOOKS indispensable. 

"As enjoyable as they are authoritative 
and informative . . . an impressive con
tribution to the literature of natural his
tory." —John Kieran 

"The Living World series . . . is one of 
the really solid contributions to the li
brary of anyone interested in f^"^M 
nature." 

—Edwin Way Teale 

The 
offer: 
The list price of LIVING 
WORLD BOOKS is $5.95 
each. Until January 1, 
1974, the following dis
counts apply: 

With the discount 

purchase of price 

2-4 books $5.36 

5-9 books 5.06 

10 or more books . . 4.76 
Editor, 
JOHN K. TERRES 
7 Vj " x 10" • up to 150 
photographs • bibliography • index 

LIVING WORLD BOOKS 
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY 
East Washington Square 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105 

Send me the LIVING WORLD BOOKS which 
I have checked at the right. List price $5.95, 
or discount price for quantity orders. 

• Payment herewith (save shipping charges) 

• Bi l l me as del ivered (plus shipping 
charges) 

Residents of Pa.. N.J.. N.Y., N.C., N.D.. N.M.. 
Ark.. Cal., and Tenn. please add state and 
local taxes. 

Titles in boldface published this year. 

NP-1073 

The World of the . . . 
• AMERICAN ELK 
D ANT 
Q BEAVER 
• BISON 
• BLACK BEAR 
D BOBCAT 
D BOTTLENOSED 

DOLPHIN 
• CANADA GOOSE 
D COYOTE 
D FROG AND TOAD 
D GRAY SQUIRREL 
• GREAT HORNED OWL 
• GRIZZLY BEAR 
D GULL 
D MOOSE 

D OPOSSUM 
• OTTER 
D PORCUPINE 
• PRAIRIE DOG 
D PRONGHORN 
D RACCOON 
D RED FOX 
• RED-TAILED HAWK 
D RUFFED GROUSE 
D SNAKE 
• SWAN 
D WHITE-TAILED DEER 
D WILD TURKEY 
D WOLF j 
• WOODCHUCK , 
D WOOD DUCK 

City. - Z i p . 

Name. 

Address. 

.State. 
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news notes 
East African tours One of the most 
magnificent sights to be seen on 
NPCA's East African field trips is a 
vast flock of flamingo feeding in a salt 
lake. Participants in our road tour visit 
Lake Nakuru — a favorite year-round 
haunt of these long-legged pink birds, 
as well as habitat for more than 400 
other species of birds. At certain sea
sons they also see flamingo—as do 
members of the air tour—in the alka
line lake at the bottom of the Ngoron-
goro Crater. 

Because Lake Nakuru is fed by sev
eral streams but has no outlet, it has 
a high salt content due to evaporation 
and therefore is extraordinarily rich in 
algae. This is what attracts flamingo 
to the lake in such fantastic numbers, 
varying from one to two millions. They 
are said to remove 150 tons of algae 
from the lake every day. 

Unfortunately, chemicals now enter
ing Lake Nakuru in the runoff from 
surrounding farms may interfere with 
algal growth and, through the algae, 
with flamingo health and breeding po
tential. Research to be carried out by 
the newly developed Baharini Wildlife 
Sanctuary will focus on the problem 
and seek ways to preserve this place of 
unparalleled beauty unspoiled for the 
enjoyment of future Kenyans and over
seas visitors alike. 

The Yule tree We are happy to 
report that this year the national Christ
mas tree will remain alive after Christ
mas. The National Park Service, over
seer of the annual Pageant of Peace in 
the nation's capital, reports that a live 
Colorado blue spruce will arrive in 
Washington this month for planting on 
the Ellipse just south of the White 
House, and that the practice of cutting 
a tree and bringing it in will be dis
continued because of adverse criticism 
by environmentalists. Last year a 
cut seventy-five-foot Engelman spruce 
from the Medicine Bow National For
est was railroaded to Washington for 
the occasion, bringing the Park Service 
"more letters and phone calls of pro
test than in the previous ten years," 
according to a Service spokesman. The 
practice of cutting a tree on a national 
forest dates to 1954; before that, liv
ing but smaller trees had served the 
purpose. 

College for a changing world "Much 
as we would like to, we can no longer 
prepare students for life in 'tomorrow's 
world.' We can barely conceive of 

tomorrow's world. With the increasing 
pace of social and technological 
change, we can hope only to prepare 
students to recognize the nature of 
change and to acquire the skills and 
attitudes which will enable them to 
deal courageously and responsibly with 
the problems associated with change." 

We have extracted these words from 
the catalog of the small, private Col
lege of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor, 
Maine, which opened a year ago and 
which awards one degree: Bachelor of 
Arts in Human Ecology. The catalog 
defines the purpose of the college: to 
study the various relationships which 
exist between humans and their envi
ronment, including both the natural 
world which supports our existence 
and the society and institutions which 
we have created. 

The college began as a community 
effort by some concerned people on 
Mount Desert Island, on which Bar 
Harbor is located (as is the greater 
part of Acadia National Park). The in
teresting catalog is available to the 
general public on request from the 
College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, 
Maine 04609. 

Grand Canyon Park Although the co
incidence of dates seems, after some 
historical research, to be fortuitous, 
Grand Canyon National Park and 
NPCA were brought into being at 
about the same time—the park in 
February 1919 and the Association, in 
May. (Before then, the founders of 
NPCA had been advocates of the park 
while it still was a national monu
ment.! NPCA always has been close to 
this immense canyon and its park and 
monuments, and ever watchful of pro
posals or events affecting it. 

For example, some years ago, during 
the long effort by environmentalists to 
close out the Bureau of Reclamation's 

proposed Marble Canyon and Bridge 
Canyon dams on the Colorado above 
and below Grand Canyon park and 
monument, the Association recom
mended that the entire reach of the 
river between Powell and Mead reser
voirs be incorporated into a national 
park or monument for protection 
against Federal Power Commission l i
censes for dams. And over the years 
public sentiment seems to have been 
growing for just such an enlargement. 

A measure intended to create a 
greatly enlarged Grand Canyon Park 
is presently in the Senate. Introduced 
by Senator Case of New Jersey, the 
bill essentially would incorporate 
Grand Canyon and Marble Canyon 
monuments, a small portion of the 
Clen Canyon Recreational Area above, 
and a larger portion of the Lake Mead 
Recreational Area below, into a single 
expanded national park, whose exterior 
boundaries are shown on the map. No 
Indian lands are involved in the pro
posal, but the several tribes owning 
lands adjacent to the enlarged park 
would be encouraged to establish tribal 
parks, if they so desired, for the fur
ther protection of outstanding canyon 
lands under management plans that 
would enhance the public values of the 
enlarged national park. 

The proposal also would prohibit op
eration of aircraft below the rim of 
the canyon in the enlarged park (ex
cept for emergencies and park man
agement) and would control the use 
of aircraft in the airspace over the 
canyon; would prohibit motorized wa-
tercraft on the river between Lee's 
Ferry and Grand Wash Cliffs after 1974 
(again excepting emergencies) ; and 
would immediately designate most of 
the enlarged park as wilderness. 

Several other bills currently are in 
the Congress that would enlarge the 
existing park to a greater or lesser de-

An enlarged Grand Canyon Nat ional Park 

as seen in S 2 0 I 7 sponsored by Senator Case 
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gree; one would trade some present 
park lands for other lands, mostly in 
the Lake Mead Recreation Area. 

NPCA will be following these pro
posals closely and reporting on them 
from time to time. 

The Garrison project Members who 
have availed themselves of "Disasters 
in Water Development," recently pub
lished brochure on thirteen of the na
tion's most destructive water projects, 
will remember that the Bureau of Rec
lamation's Garrison proiect on the up
per Missouri in North Dakota is one 
of the chosen exemplars. The project 
would divert water from the reservoir 
of the Garrison dam for irrigation and 
supposed fish and wildlife benefits, and 
would involve construction of some 
1,800 miles of canals for distribution 
of water to farmlands. NPCA still has 
copies of the publication available to 
members without charge. 

During July Russell E. Train, then 
chairman of the Council on Environ
mental Quality and now administrator of 
the Environmental Protection Agency, 
requested the Interior Department to 
halt construction until some serious 
deficiencies in the project's environ
mental impact statement could be ex
amined. In a letter to the Interior 
Secretary Mr. Train pointed out that 
the likely concentration of leached 
salts in North Dakota's Souris River, 
which flows into Canada, has been 
termed unacceptable by Canadians; 
that the statement contains no infor
mation on the total cost of the project 
or anything on its cost'benefit ratio; 
and no clue as to how claimed benefits 
are apportioned to project purposes. 
"In view of the substantial and severe 
impacts of this project, including loss 
of wetlands, the lowered water table 
[by cutting through aquifers with ca
nals], severed farms, and the public 
controversy and international implica
tions," said Mr. Train, "I strongly rec
ommend that construction on the Gar
rison Diversion Unit be suspended un
til these issues have been resolved." 

We point out in amplification of Mr. 
Train's comment on wetland loss that 
the Bureau's claimed vast fish and 
wildlife benefits, cranked into the cost,/ 
benefit ratio to make the project via
ble from an economic standpoint, will 
not create an additional 16,000 acres 
of wetlands, as advertised, but actu
ally will result in a net loss of some 
41,000 acres of wetlands. Also, it is 
not only the likely salting of the Souris 
River that is involved in the project; it 
is a quarter-million acres of now fer
tile North Dakota farmlands It is to 
be noted that the largest two state 

Meet Jenny Redhorse... She's 
About to Become the Latest 
American Indian Tragedy 

BUT YOU CAN KEEP IT FROM 
HAPPENING. 

In today's America Jenny speaks only 
Navaho. She lives with her parents 
and six brothers and sisters in a one-
room log hogan, without electricity 
or running water. Their only income 
is a few dollars her mother earns by 
weaving. Her father—like 65% of 
the Indians in the area—is un
employed. 

But for Jenny, the worst tragedy is 
yet to come: Soon she will drop out 
of the third grade —because her 
family simply can't provide the 
clothes she needs for attending 
school. Uneducated and unmoti
vated, Jenny will be at a dead end 
before she is even 10 years old —with 
nothing ahead but the same barren, 
desperate life of her parents. 

As a Futures for Children sponsor, 
you can actually save the education 
— and future—of one needy Indian 
child like Jenny. You directly fi
nance your child's shoes, clothing 
and other school needs . . . you be
come his or her personal friend by 
exchanging letters, photos, friend
ship (if your child can't speak or 
write English, our representative will 
lend a hand) . . . and you give one 

young Indian a feeling of pride and 
self-esteem for the first time in his 
or her life. 

As an American Indian, Jenny's only 
hope is through a decent education. 
As a Futures sponsor, you can give 
her that hope . . . as well as the price
less glow of knowing that someone 
"out there" really cares about her 
future. Please return the coupon 
today. 

D Yes, I (we) want to sponsor an American 
Indian Child . . . 

D a boy D a girl • either 

Enclosed is a check tor $ ($15 
monthly; $45 quarterly; $90 semi-an
nually; $180 annually) 

D Here's help, not as a Sponsor, but with 
a check for $ 

D Please send more information 

Address 

City-State-Zip 

5612 Parkston Road 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

FUTURES FOR CHILDREN 
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farm organizations have asked for a 
moratorium on further canalization 
work and land acquisition until an un
biased analysis of the Garrison project 
can be made. 

The brown pelican Fishing lines are 
the biggest problem facing Florida's 
brown pelicans, according to University 
of South Florida doctoral student 
Ralph Schreiber, who has spent five 
years studying the endangered birds. 
(The latest Fish and Wildlife Service 
estimate of eastern brown pelican 
breeding pairs in the U.S. range of the 
bird is 8,500.) Although pesticides and 
pollution also are problems, Schreiber 
says, the largest mortality factor in 
Florida stems from birds becoming en
tangled in fishing lines. Eighty to 85 
percent of all the pelicans Schreiber 
has handled in recent years have had 
a hook or line attached, or show scars 
of past ensnarement. Many dead birds 
have been found hanging in the man
groves of the south Florida shore en
tangled in lines. 

"Pelicans have learned that fisher
men are a ready source of food, but 
they have not learned to avoid the 
hooks and lines." Schreiber says. "They 
get the line wrapped around a leg and 

A careless fisherman left this young eastern 
brown pelican with a rusty hook in its beak. 
Ralph Schreiber, ornithologist doing graduate 
work at the University of South Florida, 
used a piece of fresh fish to lure the bird 
within reach so that he could remove the hook. 
Photograph by Bob Riley. 

eventually their foot falls off. Or they 
fly to roost trailing line and become 
entangled in the trees." 

Schreiber, who is so concerned with 
the plight of the pelicans that he has 
founded Seabird Research Inc. to sup
port his lifetime work with pelicans, 
encourages fishermen to help birds 

caught in lines. "Fishermen need to 
learn to reel in the bird, cut the line 
off and take out the hook," he says. 
"And don't leave any line trailing. Pel
icans won't hurt you. The very tip of 
their bill is sharp, but they have no 
closing strength. If you grab their bill 
and hold it, they become very docile." 

Young birds are most susceptible to 
fishline problems, Schreiber points out, 
particularly during August through 
October when they are just leaving the 
nest. They have not yet learned to fend 
for themselves and often are seen hang
ing around fishing piers where food is 
easy to come by. 

It is not true, as many local fisher
men say, that the brown pelicans are 
females and the black and gray ones 
with yellow or white heads are the 
males, says Schreiber. Instead it is the 
young fledglings, which are the same 
size or larger than their parents when 
they leave the nest at ten to twelve 
weeks, that are brown. When both 
male and female reach adulthood some
where between three and six years, 
their plumage changes to the more 
vibrant black, gray, white and yellow. 

Cooking with NPS A volunteer proj
ect by men and women of the National 
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N O W I N THEIR FIFTH YEAR, OUR LEISURELY FIELD TRIPS 
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agriculture vs. conservation . . . modern development vs. primitive 
folkways. 
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Game viewing in uncrowded cars, with body room and a window seat 
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and from New York and everything else (even tips) . . . no hidden 
extras. Year-round departures at frequent intervals. 

$1777 
(June, Ink. August, add SS5) 

22-DAY TOUR BY ROAD: group limit, 24 persons 

25-DAY TOUR BY AIR: group limit, 9 persons 
(Travel over longer African distances by new 
five-passenger planes. Includes flights to Lake 
Rudolph, Samburu, Zanzibar, and a horseback-camel 
camping trip.) Wri te Travel Desk: 

$2740 
(June, July, August, add S84) 
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Park Service's Western Region, under
taken during the 1972 National Parks 
Centennial Year in behalf of the 
scholarship fund of the NPS Employees 
and Alumni Association, has produced 
a handsome, convenient, and reason
ably priced cookbook containing nearly 
600 recipes contributed by Western 
Region wives and employees. Printed 
with exceptionally readable type, the 
volume is mechanically bound to lie 
flat as opened to any of its 252 pages, 
which contain recipes ranging from 
"the practical to the exotic, and re
flect the ethnic background of the 
Park Service families as well as the 
local specialties in 35 Service areas in 
Arizona, California, Hawaii, and Ne
vada." 

The volume is titled "What's Cook
ing in Our National Parks," and may 
be ordered by mail from the NPS-WRO 
Cookbook Committee, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 
94102, for $3.90, postage and handling 
included. Ed Winge, the Western Re
gion's public affairs officer, reminds us 
to tell members resident in California 
to add the state's 6 percent sales tax 
(6V2 percent if you live in one of the 
three San Francisco Bay area counties). 

GET PAID for living the 
OUTDOOR life you love! 

iHM 
THOUSANDS OF NEW JOBS 

lOPENING UP EVERY YEAR! 
it's an outdoor career you're after, there 

never will be a better time than NOW to pur
sue it! The "ecology and leisure-time explo
sions" in America have created enormous 
demand for TRAINED personnel to fill |obs as 
Park Rangers, fish and wild life and forestry 
technicians, dozens more! TRAINED MEN get 
preference for jobs now, for promotion! 

I LEARN IN SPARE TIME from 
|a team of outdoor experts! 

Keep your present job. Learn at home in 
spare time. High school diploma nice . . . but 
not necessary. You learn from experts—men 
who have worked at every level of conserva
tion all their lives. You learn with a fascinating 
course that includes "in-the-field" conserva
tion projects. . . p - . 

EXCITING FACTS F R E E ! 
I Rush coupon. Get full details about today's great 

opportunities in conservation. Find out if and how 
you can qualify. Everything sent FREE. No sales
man. VETS! This course approved for Gl benefits. 
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION, Depl 4.6? 

1129-20th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 

National School, Dcpt. 4-69 
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Rush FREE details on careers in conservation. , 
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NPCA Membership Records 
Now on Computer 

Last year it became apparent that it 
was becoming too costly for the Asso
ciation to maintain its membership 
records with the old-fashioned 3x5 
cards used for so many years. Wages 
and materials were just getting out of 
hand. 

After consultation with the experts 
we decided that the most economical 
way to handle membership records 
would be to convert to computer op
erations, which would permit greater 
flexibility and faster processing of 
membership data than was possible in 
the past. It also would result in sub
stantial economies in our membership 
programs. 

This changeover was not accom
plished easily, and in the earlier phases 
of the conversion we seemed to have 
created more problems than we solved, 
as many of our members well know. 
We are glad to report that this opera
tion now has been completed, and with 
this October issue members can once 
again be assured of prompt delivery of 
the Magazine as well as efficient 
handling of their membership records. 
The Membership Department deeply 
appreciates the patience of members, 
and we are grateful to those of you who 
wrote us regarding their own individual 
problems. 

Wood shrinkage continues "An un
signed letter to the Interior Depart
ment encloses five dollars in return for 
pieces of petrified wood which chil
dren gathered last summer in the Petri
fied Forest National Monument, Ari
zona, in violation of law. It has been 

CRUISE INLAND FLORIDA 

Relax on the Lazy Bones plus air-
boat and swamp buggy jaunts in 
Everglades country. $175 complete. 
November thru April. Featured on 
Jack Douglas TV series. For brochure, 
reservations, write . . . 

Capt. Stan Maurer 

SHANTY BOAT CRUISES 
Rt. 1, Box 366P, Ft. Myers, Flo. 33905 

credited to the conscience fund of the 
Treasury Department." 

We picked this little note from the 
March 1926 issue of the Magazine. 
Nearly fifty years later the only thing 
that has changed at Petrified Forest is 
the name. Some years ago a local 
tradeoff with the Park Service secured 
park status for the monument, but 
souvenir hunters and rockhounds still 
are blaming their children for stealing 
bits and chunks of petrified wood from 
the colorful ancient forest in spite of 
the best efforts of the ranger force 
there. 

The "children" still are looting one 
of the world's great natural inheri
tances from a past that is very far back 
indeed. The bright stone log sections 
of this "forest" were brought into the 
region a couple hundred million years 
ago by some Triassic river, or rivers, 
and left stranded in a basin that was 
rapidly filling with sediments. Most of 
the logs are of two species of trees 
distantly related to the modern South 
American araucaria and the Austral
ian Norfolk Island pine, with a smat
tering of other species both identified 
and unidentified. 

But conscience money, with which 
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the Treasury ought to be loaded by 
now from this source alone, wi l l hardly 
restore a national treasure that is dis
appearing, according to the Park Ser
vice, at the rate of about twelve tons 
a year. If one thinks of petri f ied wood 
as the primary rationale for the park, 
the figure above places a measurable 
l imit on its existence. 

conservation 
docket 

Items of interest to environmentalists 
that recently have passed either house 
of Congress have included: 
Trans-Alaska Pipeline: S 1081, to 
authorize the Interior Secretary to issue 
special land use permits for transmis
sion facil it ies on federal land (includes 
Trans-Alaska pipel ine), passed Senate 
by 77 yeas to 20 nays July 17. HR 
9130, to amend the Mineral Leasing 
Ac t of 1920 and approve the Trans-
Alaska Pipeline, passed the House by 
356 yeas to 60 nays August 2. 
Endangered Species: S 1983, to provide 
for the conservation, protect ion, and 
propagation of species or subspecies of 
fish and wi ld l i fe threatened w i th ex
t inct ion or likely to become so wi th in 
the foreseeable fu tu re ; passed the 
Senate by a unanimous vote of 92 yeas 
July 24. The Senate also passed resolu
tions rat i fying two treaties of environ
mental interest, both by unanimous 
vote of 86 yeas: a convention on the 
Prevention of Marine Pollution by 
Dumping of Waste and Other Matter , 
and a convention on International Trade 
in Endangered Species of W i l d Fauna 
and Flora. 

The National Park System 
Recently introduced legislation relating 
to the national park system has in
cluded: 
Snow Island Park: HR 9916, to estab
lish the Snow Island National His
torical Park in South Carolina. To 
House Interior and Insular Affairs 
Committee. 
California Desert: HR 9836, to provide 
for the establishment of the National 
Conservation Area of the California 
Desert, and to provide for the im
mediate and future protection, develop
ment, and administration of such public 
lands. To House Interior and Insular 
Affairs Committee. 
Fort Mifflin Site: S 2303, to authorize 
establishment of the Fort M i f f l i n Na
tional Historic Site in Pennsylvania. To 
Senate Committee on Interior and In 
sular Affairs. 
Mining in Parks: HR 9733, to repeal 
certain provisions of law allowing 

prospecting and mining in components 
of the national park system, and to 
prohibit prospecting and mining act iv i 
ties in such areas. To House Interior 
and Insular Af fa i rs Committee. 
Chickasaw Recreation Area: HR 9627, 
to establish the Chickasaw National 
Recreation Area in Oklahoma. To House 
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. 
Hells Canyon: S 2233, to establish the 
Hells Canyon National Recreation 
Area in Idaho, Oregon, and Washing
ton. To Senate Committee on Interior 
and Insular Affairs. 

Chatooga River: HR 9492, to designate 
the Chatooga River in North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia as com
ponent of the National W i l d and Scenic 

Everglades kite 
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WHAT ARE YOUR BOTTLES WORTH? Some bring 
$2,000! "Bottle Collector's Handbook/Pricing 
Guide" identifies, prices over 3,000 collectible 
bottles. $3.95. Infobooks, 5001-NPB, San Angelo, 
Texas 76901. 

LOS PINOS RANCH, Cowles, New Mexico, north
east of Santa Fe, Pecos Wilderness Area. Ac
commodates 14 in a relaxed atmosphere. June to 
November. No poisonous insects, snakes or mos-
quitos. Magnificent riding, pack trips, excellent 
food. Winter address (until May 15) Bill and 
Alice McSweeney, Craig Rd., Morristown, New Jer
sey 07960. 

SIGNS—No Trespass—for Parks, Preserves, Bird 
Sanctuaries, private grounds. Metal, aluminum, 
cloth. Custom made signs. Write J & E Signs, 54 
Hamilton, Auburn, New York 13021, Dept. NPC. 

ECOLOGY MINDED! Show it on ecology paper. 
Your personal or business stationery printed on 
100% Reclaimed Wastes with Ecology watermark. 
50£ for samples and prices—refundable with 
purchase. Dept. NPC, Pure Environment Press. 
P.O. Box 172, North Abington, Massachusetts 
02351. 

Custom club, truck decals, patches, bumper strips. 
Free folder. ART CRAFT MFG., Box 1601, Webster, 
Massachusetts 01570. 

FREE CACTUS SEED with each: "Cactus Collector's 
Handbook." 500 identification photographs. How 
to care for, water, grow cactus anywhere. $2.00 
postpaid. Infobooks, 5001-NPC, San Angelo, Texas 
76901. 

Rivers Sys tem. T o House C o m m i t t e e 
on I n te r i o r and Insu lar A f f a i r s . 
Tallgrass Prair ie: H R 9 2 6 2 , to a u t h o r i z e 
t he e s t a b l i s h m e n t o f t he Ta l lg rass 
Pra i r ie N a t i o n a l Park in Kansas. T o 
House C o m m i t t e e on I n te r i o r and I n 
sular A f f a i r s . 

Channel Islands Park: HR 9209, to 
establish the Channel Islands National 
Park in California. To House Com
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 

Wildlife Resources 
Bills relating to wi ld l i fe matters have 
included: 
Anadromous Fish: S 2338, to provide 
for conservation of U.S. coastal and 
anadromous fish. To Senate Interior 
and Insular Affairs Committee. 
Wildlife and Public Works: HR 9404, 
to protect, enhance, and improve 
fishery and wi ldl i fe resources in the 
construction and operation of federal 
public works projects. To House Com
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 

In the National Forests 
Bills relating to forestry have included: 
Forest Protection: S 2296, to provide 
fo r t he p r o t e c t i o n , deve lopmen t , and 
e n h a n c e m e n t o f t he na t i ona l f o res t 
lands and resources. T o Senate C o m 
m i t t e e on A g r i c u l t u r e a n d Forest ry . 

VIEWS OF THE NATIONAL PARKS in full color, 
16x20 inches. Ideal for framing in homes, clubs, 
schools, and offices. Send for list. PHOTO CLAS
SICS, Dickerson, Maryland 20753. 

WILD BIRD HOME/FEEDER COMBINATIONS. Ad
justable entrance. $7.95-$23.95 ppd. Free litera
ture. Dial-A-Bird, Box 449N, Westwood, New Jer
sey 07675. 

PORTRAIT OF DISTINCTION. 12"xl6" done from 
your small photograph, charcoal $20, oils in 
color $35. Satisfaction guaranteed. John Walencik, 
Box 4956, Chicago, III. 60680. 

SKI CROSS COUNTRY—touring, racing, moun
tain skis, boots, poles, bindings, books, wax, 
clothing. Snowshoes. Backpacking Gear. White
water Canoes and Kayaks; catalog. MOOR & 
MOUNTAIN, 40 Main St., Concord, Mass. 01742. 

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL. Eight full color note 
cards with envelopes from original paintings. 
Attractively packaged. $2.50. Artframe, Box 6202, 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93111. 

TWO BOOKS: "Old Mills in Midwest," "Covered 
Bridges," $1.50 each. SWANSON'S, Box 334-N, 
Moline, Illinois 61265. 

Earn money SELLING YOUR PHOTOS. Over a mil
lion photos and slides are bought by newspa
pers and magazines every year! Learn what kind 
of photos they want and where to sell them. 
Booklet #MO 54P, $1.00, The Family Shop, 710 
Kalanipuu Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96825. 

NATIONAL PARK PUBLICATIONS, Route 4, Box 
750N, Evergreen, Colorado 80439. Free catalog— 
77 titles, many $1. 

Over 100 acres forest, some virgin redwoods, 
stream, one mile to beach. Low price to anyone 
preserving in natural state. Box 153, Mendocino, 
California 95460. 
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Continued from page 2 
if the countryside is to be redeemed as the true 
home of man, and if the evil of urbanization, as it 
has recently revealed itself, is to be ended. The 
work of transformation will not be accomplished in 
a decade, nor in a generation. The catastrophe 
which has required a century and more to over
whelm us will not be righted in less than another 
century, more likely half a millenium; and so pa
tience, endurance, and conviction will also be 
needed. And yet, among the beneficial results of 
science and technology has been our generalized 
sense of competence, the widening of a faith, per
haps recently shaken, that men can in fact, if they 
will, command their own collective destiny. 

IF A VISION guides, perhaps the first step is to visu
alize the alternatives; then we can examine into 

what practical measures may be available for their 
realization. The image will not be the agricultural 
society of the past in all its aspects; the long days of 
toil in the fields, the drudgery of the household, the 
big family and its labor supply, the overburdened 
work animals, the isolation and parochialism; these 
are behind us. The machine, even the factory, 
which can be made serviceable, even automation, 
which can be made tractable, even technology, if it 
can be domesticated: these emergents can be 
forced into the service of mankind, can be made to 
yield abundance, security, leisure, foundations for 
a cultural efflorescence, seated within a generosity 
of field and forest. Granted a rapid stabilization 
and a gradual reduction of population, essential to 
any future human order, the small cities which dot 
the land can be revitalized without any grave im
pingement on the environment, and new communi
ties can be built in reasonable number. The big 
cities can be opened up, and the countryside 
brought back to them in broadened open spaces, 
parks, and avenues freed from curbside parking and 
the uproar of traffic. 

W ITH A SHIFT of budgetary priorities from the 
construction of superhighways and useless 

dams, and from arms to education, as expanded in
stitutions of world order permit, new schools, with 
room space for small classes, and with more teach
ers, aided by the mechanical marvels of the age, 
microfilm, television, can make high quality univer
sal education as readily available to rural commu
nities as it was thought to be in the cities. And the 
art gallery, library, concert hall, theater will be 

seen as functions of interest, attention, leisure, and 
abundance, not of urban concentration. 

Perhaps there will be a new sense of time within 
the new society; or better, we shall return to an 
almost forgotten, basically rural sense of time, fa
miliar to older generations, a slow time, not the 
modern frenzy, an ample time, with room for reflec
tion, for a return upon the spirit. Perhaps also a 
remembered sense of security; a world which is in 
constant flux can yield no man security of spirit; 
within the reborn countryside we shall build our 
houses again for the centuries, for the continuity of 
generations, and shall preserve our churches once 
again as symbols of eternity. 

IN THE MEANTIME, campaigns for the defense of 
the countryside and for an attack on the prob

lem of urbanization will have to be mounted. Land-
use planning based on the preservation of rural 
values, not the exploitation and destruction of the 
land, will be fundamental. The entire environ
mental protection arsenal must be deployed. Pollu
tion abatement programs must not be compromised. 
The old soil conservation programs should be re
activated, as contrasted with lake building, fruit of 
speculative ambitions. Ecological forestry action 
will be essential, and vigorous wildlife restoration 
and protection. 

A workable system of industrial plant location 
and continuity should be developed without delay, 
not focused on unending growth, which many com
munities are now resisting, but on stable employ
ment for settled populations within the essential 
economic and cultural amenities. Telically valid 
plant location will mean small plants for a variety 
of human reasons, a varied product within a coher
ent region, a deliberate reduction of transportation, 
both for materials and product, and a rigorous re
spect for the surrounding environment. 

AGENERALIZED stabilization, as contrasted with 
endless expansion, will be fundamental to the 

new order, always including stabilization and re
duction of population and a differential economic 
stabilization, correcting for the needs of under
privileged groups and nations, but working toward 
a sufficiency, not a surfeit, of beneficial goods, and 
against harmful commodities. The frame of refer
ence will be the metropolis no longer, but the ver
dant fields, the refreshing woods, the clean and 
sparkling streams of the resurrected and beloved 
countryside. 

—Anthony Wayne Smith 
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